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Preamble
The Montgomery County Association of Administrators and Principals (MCAAP/
MCBOA) and the Board of Education (Board) of the Montgomery County Public
Schools (MCPS) enter into this Agreement committed to forging a meaningful
partnership.  
Fundamental to the success of this endeavor is effective communication,
meaningful collaboration, and mutual commitment.  Our partnership is guided
by the following principles: identified mutual goals, clearly defined processes,
cooperative efforts to obtain resources, and a continuous review of our progress.  
These guiding principles will support the professional relationship of the parties
by building a strong partnership, promoting trust, and advancing mutual goals
and mutual respect.  
We believe that a high-quality education is the right of every child and this
partnership will enable the school system to ensure educational excellence for all
students.  Given our mutual commitment to a self-renewing organization that
believes in continuous improvement, well-being, and performance excellence for
staff and students, this Agreement defines our collaborative partnership in its
various forms.  We will work together to maximize student achievement, clarify
the implementation of operational models, and ensure timely and meaningful
involvement of all administrators and principals in the decision-making process.
With this Agreement, we rededicate ourselves to a shared commitment and
responsibility for achieving the goals and priorities of the Montgomery County
Public Schools.
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ARTICLE 1

Collaboration
A. Introduction
The Board of Education and the Montgomery County Association of
Administrators and Principals are committed to providing organizational
structures, processes, and supports that will strengthen their collaborative
relationship that was established with the negotiated Agreement signed in
1999. It is the shared belief of both parties that the interests of children can
best be served through this mutual sharing of ideas and problem solving.
The parties agree and are committed to collaboration, which is defined
as a process in which the partners work together respectfully in a meaningful way and within a timeframe that provides a real opportunity to shape
results. To the extent possible and reasonable, opportunities for participation in decision making about school system initiatives that impact unit
members will commence during the beginning stages of development. The
parties will work together to resolve problems, address common issues, and
identify opportunities for improvement.
In order to be successful, it is agreed that the process must be taken seriously
and be valued by both parties. The process must be given the time, personal
involvement, commitment, hard work, and dedication that are required to
be successful. The parties will identify and define issues of common concern,
propose and evaluate solutions, and reach consensus on recommendations.
B. Board of Education-Superintendent-MCAAP Relations
The Board of Education and the Association Board of Directors, or designated Association representatives, agree to meet at mutually agreed-upon
times to discuss items of interest and concern. The Association Board of
Directors may submit specific items it wishes to include on the agenda at
least two (2) working days prior to the meeting.
The superintendent agrees to meet with the Association Board of Directors,
or designated representatives, at mutually agreed-upon times four (4) times
a year to discuss matters of mutual interest and concerns.
C. Organizational Culture of Respect
The parties are committed to fostering an organizational culture of respect
throughout the school system (see Appendix A for the entire document).
This culture is built on the belief that all employees are essential for the
school system to attain equity and excellence for all students. To accomplish
this, there must be a systemwide commitment to foster this organizational
culture of respect and there must be accountability at all levels of the organization. The parties recognize this collective bargaining relationship is essential to enhance this culture. The organizational culture of respect compact is
based on the following principles:
✦✦ Trust in each other and the process
✦✦ Use of collaborative and interest-based processes
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✦✦ Recognition of every employee’s contributions
✦✦ High expectations for all staff and students that are reasonable, clear,
and transparent
✦✦ Open, honest contributions without fear of retribution
✦✦ Open and effective communication
✦✦ Respect for various points of view
✦✦ Civility in all our interactions
✦✦ Team building and working together as teams
The parties will work together to ensure all employees understand that in
order to create this culture, everybody must take responsibility for their own
behavior and follow these principles. Managers and supervisors must model
this behavior, and all employees are expected to exhibit this behavior at all
times.
One way to ensure that this culture exists throughout MCPS is through the
full implementation of the Administrators and Supervisors Professional
Growth System (A&S PGS). Professional development plans and employee
recognition are important components of this system. In addition, all
employees are expected to provide and receive feedback constructively and
respectfully. There will be a commitment to resolving issues and problems at
the lowest level possible without applying blame.
D. Commitment to Equitable Practices in the Workplace
The Board of Education and the Association are committed to equitable
practices for the achievement of all students. Our commitment to equitable
practices and diversity is reflected in the school system’s core values and
beliefs. In order to ensure this commitment, the parties expect all staff to
respect individual and group differences and to recognize that diverse opinions, perspectives, experiences, and backgrounds help MCPS attain the high
expectations we have for all students.
It is our shared responsibility to assume that each student and adult has
unlimited potential and has the ability to achieve at high levels. Equitable
practices require the commitment to high expectations for all students and
employees and the provision of supports that build capacity to meet the
diversity of their needs. All employees are committed to cultural competence and positive relationships with all students, staff, parents, and community members, regardless of race, ethnicity, or background.
E.	Collaboration Between the Leadership of MCAAP, Other MCPS Unions,
and MCPS Leadership
1. The parties are committed to working collaboratively with representatives of the other employee organizations in a variety of structures and
processes that have been created to address the priorities of MCPS. They
include the following:
a. Association Leadership/Deputy Superintendent/Chief Operating
Officer (COO) Collaboration Committee (ADC)—A joint
committee that provides for regular, ongoing discussions and
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decision making on matters germane to the employee organizations
and management. The membership of ADC includes the president
and executive director of each of the employee organizations, the
deputy superintendent, and the chief operating officer. The charge of
ADC shall include but not be limited to the following:
✦✦ Discussing matters of mutual interest or concern.
✦✦ Identifying opportunities to address shared interests.
✦✦ Developing guidelines and processes for implementing collaboration throughout the school system.
✦✦ Creating an organizational expectation for collaboration.
✦✦ Identifying supports and resources to sustain collaboration.
✦✦ Serving as a coordinating body and a resource to facilitate the
use of collaboration throughout MCPS.
✦✦ Reviewing and assessing the effectiveness of collaboration between MCPS and the associations
✦✦ Determining how to align the three professional growth systems.
✦✦ Resolving problems arising from the interpretation or implementation of collaborative decisions.
✦✦ Supporting implementation of the Organizational Culture of
Respect compact throughout the system.
✦✦ Identifying how decisions that are made with other employee
organizations will impact unit members, and how all parties will
be involved in these decisions so that the impact of any decision
will be known before the decision is made.
✦✦ Discussing decisions that impact the members of multiple
associations.
✦✦ Working together to identify opportunities and initiatives to
improve the wellness of MCPS employees.
✦✦ Arranging for online publication of Time Impact Statements.
b. Operating Budget Review Committee—A joint committee that
reviews the operating budget requests from all offices and departments and makes recommendations for the MCPS operating budget
to the superintendent. The membership of this committee will
include the president and executive director of each of the employee
organizations, the deputy superintendent, and the chief operating
officer (COO).
c. Executive Leadership Team—The membership of the Executive
Leadership Team (ELT) will include the president and executive
director of each of the employee organizations, the deputy superintendent, the COO, and other MCPS leadership. The charge of the ELT
includes but is not limited to the following:
✦✦ Reviewing and updating the annual strategic plan
✦✦ Reviewing policies and regulations
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2.

3.

4.

5.

✦✦ Reviewing systemwide targets and data for the purpose of
improvement
✦✦ Reviewing current system research
The following are other committees in which the leadership of MCAAP,
MCPS management, and other employee organizations will work together
to address the priorities of MCPS:
a. Staff Development Cross-functional Team—The membership of
this committee includes association representatives and representatives from various offices. The charge of the committee includes
but is not limited to discussing issues and making decisions at the
district level about staff development and training programs so that
they are aligned and focused on system goals.
b. Collaborative Management Coordinating Committee (CMCC)—A
joint collaborative venture to provide oversight for collaborative problem solving in MCPS. This multi-stakeholder group was
created to support the ADC with its work. One official representative from each of the three unions will co-chair this committee. The
job descriptions of these three officials will include the work of the
committee as part of their ongoing duties and responsibilities. The
initial work will be to develop an action plan to address opportunities to improve the coordination and alignment of the collaborative
problem solving initiatives in MCPS.
c. Professional Growth System Implementation Teams—The leadership of each of the employee organizations is invited to be a member
of each of the three implementation teams. The MCAAP VicePresident of Leadership Development co-chairs the PAR Panel of
each Professional Growth System.
MCAAP and the Board of Education also are committed to sustaining
the relationships between the parties through committees that have been
established in other parts of this agreement, such as:
✦✦ Joint Collaboration Committee (Article 1.F.)
✦✦ Professional Growth System Implementation Team and A&S
Review Panel (Article 12.C.3.and 4.)
✦✦ Leadership Development Advisory Committee (Article 12.B.2.)
✦✦ Joint Employee Benefits Committee (JEBC) (Article 17, Section H)
The ADC also is committed to addressing concerns about schools and
other worksites with climate issues. This commitment requires the parties
to take appropriate steps to deescalate situations in schools or other work
sites and to collaborate with representatives of the other unions and
the appropriate MCPS office to resolve issues quickly at the lowest level
possible. This may require providing resources and supports to schools
and work sites to help them address their climate issues.
The parties are committed to using surveys that provide important feedback to offices and schools.
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a. S urveys are a helpful tool and will be used jointly by all parties to identify successful practices of an organization and provide opportunities
to identify areas for improvement. These surveys should be considered
important feedback and will not be used for the purpose of evaluation of
schools, offices, or individuals.
b. Two comprehensive surveys used by MCPS are the School and Office
Environment surveys. There is an understanding from all parties that
surveys are important and an expectation that they should be completed
by all staff. Time will be provided during the workday for employees
to complete these surveys. The results of the surveys will enhance the
effectiveness and efficiency of our work and contribute to strengthening
student achievement. The questions on these surveys will be reviewed
by all parties on a regular basis to be certain they are updated to reflect
changes in the organization, new responsibilities, and new initiatives.
Joint Collaboration Committee
The parties agree to continue their active support and commitment to the
Joint Collaboration Committee (JCC). Utilizing the collaboration process,
the committee will continue to meet regularly to address issues and interests
brought by the parties. The committee will be composed of a minimum of
eight members, four appointed by the Association and four appointed by the
superintendent, including the chief operating officer. The committee will be
co-chaired by the chief operating officer and the president of the Association.
JCC will provide for regular, ongoing discussions and decision making on
matters germane to union-management relations and, when appropriate, to
the continuous improvement of instruction and school-system operations.
The parties are committed to ensuring that this is an effective, collaborative
process to address interests and concerns and resolve problems.
The overall charge to JCC shall include but not be limited to the following:
✦✦ Interpreting and administering implementation of the negotiated
Agreement
✦✦ Discussing any matters of interest or concern
✦✦ Reaching tentative agreements on issues in a timely manner
✦✦ Providing oversight and final decision-making authority for the A&S
PGS
✦✦ Reviewing and assessing the effectiveness of collaboration between
MCPS and MCAAP/MCBOA
✦✦ Reviewing annually the guidelines for the professional learning
communities.
When appropriate, JCC will make written recommendations to the superintendent and the Board of Directors of the Association on issues brought
forward for consideration on which they have reached a consensus for resolution that supports continuous improvement within the school system.
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JCC will have the following authorities:
✦✦ To establish temporary committees and work groups to address specific
issues. Such groups will report back to JCC. JCC shall be authorized
to consolidate, reconfigure the membership of, modify the charge and
tasks of, and discontinue joint committees or work groups. In addition,
JCC will interpret and review implementation plans for decisions made
by these collaborative decision-making groups.
✦✦ To clarify language and meaning, correct contradictions or inconsistencies, and remove outdated language. Recommendations for such
changes or corrections to the Agreement shall be subject to internal
ratification and approval procedures of MCPS and MCAAP/MCBOA.
✦✦ To resolve problems arising out of the interpretation or implementation
of collaborative agreements and decisions.
✦✦ To encourage individuals to utilize the Alternative Dispute Resolution
process when they have differences or problems that are affecting the
work environment and having an impact on student learning.
✦✦ To develop ground rules that will guide its deliberations.
G. Collaboration Projects
During the term of this agreement, JCC will consider the following collaborative projects, determined by the parties to be of high priority.
1. Professional Growth Systems
The parties will continue to work together to strengthen the professional
growth system for administrators and supervisors. The parties will identify
opportunities to improve the system to ensure that it is contributing to
building the capacity of all staff and helping to ensure their success.
The parties will discuss succession planning initiatives in MCPS to prepare
individuals for school-based administrative positions and appropriate
central services administrative positions. These discussions will focus on
the ability of the current processes to provide qualified internal candidates for vacancies. The discussion will also include the identification
of processes to transfer knowledge so that there is always someone who
understands the work people do.
2. Professional Learning Communities
The parties will continue to work together to strengthen the professional learning communities for job-alike groups within MCAAP. The
parties will identify opportunities to improve the Professional Learning
Communities to ensure that they are addressing known concerns or issues
and identifying opportunities for improvement that support student
achievement.
3. Central Services Development
The parties will work together to develop and expand opportunities for
orienting, training, and supporting central services administrators. This
will include leadership development programs. The parties will provide
direction and leadership for this work.
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4. P
 rofessional Feedback
The parties will develop processes, procedures, and templates that unit
members can follow to implement the professional feedback language that
has been added to Article 12.C2.d. (A&S PGS Collaboration).
5. Leadership Career Lattice
A committee will be appointed to review leadership opportunities available for unit members and to determine other opportunities that should
be considered. In addition, the committee will consider ways to recognize
unit members for assuming these leadership roles.
6. Technology
The parties are committed to ensuring that administrators have up-todate technology. The parties will work together to develop guidelines on
the expectation for new or different technology.
7. Committee Representatives
The Board will request the Association to appoint representatives to
various systemwide committees, principal advisory committees, and
labor management committees for other associations. These representatives will be expected to gather feedback from their peers so that they are
truly representing the interests of MCAAP members.
8. Extended Leadership Program
The following items are to be considered by JCC in the context of the
Extended Leadership Program:
✦✦ Carrying out extended activities related to implementation of the
professional growth system, such as mentoring.
✦✦ Providing training, presentation at workshops, or other similar activities that are not part of the unit member’s normal job
responsibilities.
✦✦ Writing professional articles that are published.
✦✦ Delivering major presentations to state and/or national groups.
✦✦ Performing extensive unusual and extreme work related to job
responsibilities
✦✦ Performance incentives
9. Innovation in Professional Development
The parties will work together to identify, develop, communicate, and
promote innovative methods of professional development. This will
include differentiating training for different audiences based on needs
and responsibilities, optional times to access training, and alternative
delivery models to accommodate schedules and needs of unit members.
10. Position Classification
The parties will create a work group to discuss the classification system for
MCBOA members and the process to be used for reclassifying positions.
Although MCPS has the discretionary responsibility for the classification
system for all MCPS positions, MCBOA plays an important role in monitoring the application of the position classification system and advocating
for its unit members.
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ARTICLE 2

Definitions
A. Board—The Board of Education of Montgomery County.
B.	Association—The Montgomery County Association of Administrators
and Principals (MCAAP/MCBOA) The umbrella group that serves as the
exclusive representative of employees in the two bargaining units described
in D below. MCAAP is the former Montgomery County Association of
Administrative and Supervisory Personnel Administrators (MCBOA).
C.	Superintendent—The superintendent of Montgomery County Public
Schools or his/her designee.
D. Bargaining Units
1. All positions on the M to Q salary schedule, including 11-month student
support specialists, not otherwise excluded by the terms of Article 4,
Recognition. (MCAAP-AAP)
2. All non-certificated supervisory employees who provide responsible
direction to other employees, exercise independent judgment, are responsible for the evaluation of at least two other employees, and do not report
to members of the SEIU bargaining unit, except those excluded by the
Board of Education as confidential employees.(MCAAP-BOA)
E.	Unit Member—An employee of Montgomery County Public Schools who is
a member of the bargaining units.
F.	MCPS Service—Pension eligibility service, as defined in the MCPS pension
system: service earned working in a permanent MCPS position, minus any
military, transferred, or purchased service.
G.	Negotiations Law—Section 6-408 of “The Annotated Code of the Public
General Laws of Maryland, Education“ [Volume] for MCAAP-AAP or
Section 6-510 of “The Annotated Code of the Public General Laws of
Maryland, Education” [Volume], for MCAAP-BOA, as appropriate.
H.	Supplement—An increase in annual salary paid for a specific purpose. It is
included as part of the unit members’ annual salary for purposes of pension
calculations and promotion base salary, and is distributed throughout the year.
I.	Conditional Position—A conditional position is one established by the
Board for the period of time that monies are available in whole or in part
from the United States Government, a private organization, a foundation,
a revenue-producing source, or an individual for use in special research
or other long-term projects. This position shall be automatically abolished
when no longer needed or when funds are no longer made available.
J.	Stipend—Additional compensation for a responsibility that is not a part of
the basic responsibility of other unit members in the same job classification.
It may be distributed throughout the year, but is not part of the unit members’
annual salary for purposes of pension or promotion calculations.
K. The male or female gender shall be read to include the other.
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ARTICLE 3

School Board Authority
The Association recognizes that, subject to the provisions of this Agreement,
the Board of Education and the superintendent of schools reserve and retain
full rights, authority, and discretion in the proper discharge of their duties and
responsibility to control, supervise, and manage Montgomery County Public
Schools under applicable law, rules, and procedures.

ARTICLE 4

Recognition
A. Th
 e Board recognizes the Association as the exclusive collective bargaining
representative for all unit members with regard to all matters relating to
salary, wages, hours, and other working conditions.
B. The Association recognizes the Board as the legally constituted county board
of education. The Board has the power to adopt bylaws for the regulation and
administration of schools within the county not inconsistent with state law
and not in violation of this Agreement.
C. The superintendent, those persons designated, after consultation with the
Association, by the Board of Education to act in a negotiations capacity
pursuant to the public school laws, and temporary employees are excluded
from the unit. There shall be an annual review by the parties of the excluded
positions.

ARTICLE 5

Negotiation Procedure
A. D
 uring the month of September of each year that the Association is
recognized, the parties will meet to establish negotiation procedures. Such
procedures shall include but not be limited to meeting dates, times and
locations, limitation on the number of team members, consultants and/or
observers, tentative Agreement procedures, expense sharing of third-party
neutrals, and the identification of a chief spokesperson, as appropriate.
B. The parties agree to consult in advance about the general and specific
content of all press and public communications dealing with the directions
and accomplishments of the teams that might be released from time to time
by the parties, either jointly or independently. Every effort will be made to
provide full information to the public, with the exception that, in order to
maintain the integrity of the negotiation process, the specific content of any
given proposal or counterproposal will not be divulged.
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C. Th
 is Agreement may be modified in whole or in part by an instrument in
writing duly executed by both parties.
D. This Agreement incorporates the entire understanding of the parties on
all matters that were or could have been the subject of negotiation. During
the term of this Agreement, neither party will be required to negotiate
with respect to any matters whether or not covered by this Agreement, and
whether or not within the knowledge or contemplation of either or both of
the parties at the time they negotiated or executed this Agreement.
E. It is agreed and understood by the parties that this Agreement represents
the full Agreement between said parties to date on all matters negotiated
in accordance with Section 6408 and 6-510 of the Education [Volume] of
the Annotated Code. The Agreement, if changed by action of the county
fiscal authority, shall be submitted to the parties following the funding of the
school operating budget by said authority. If renegotiation of the Agreement
is required and final ratification is agreed upon by both parties, said final
ratification will constitute final execution of this Agreement. It is further
understood that, when ratified, this Agreement shall be given full force and
effect by said parties for the entire term thereof.
F. If the Montgomery County Council, in the exercise of its fiscal authority under
the law, reduces the budget recommendations of the Board of Education and
if such action makes it necessary for the Board to reduce one or more items
that have been negotiated, such items and all other negotiated items that
are dependent upon budget funding shall be subject to renegotiation prior
to making the final determination, in accordance with the timetable and
procedure to be established by the state board of education.
G. Cause for Impasse: An impasse shall be deemed to exist if the Board and
Association teams have not reached a tentative agreement by January 15.
1. Should either party suggest an impasse, the procedures, as provided for in
Section 6408 or 6-510 of the Education [Volume] of the Annotated Code
relating to impasse, shall be followed.
2. In the event that the parties are unable to agree upon a third party,
the parties agree to submit their impasse to the American Arbitration
Association for assistance in the selection of a third party.
3. If a panel is activated, the panel shall meet together and individually with
the parties and, within thirty (30) days, render a report setting forth its
recommendations for the resolution of the impasse. The parties agree to
cooperate with the panel and provide such information and assistance as
it may request.
4. The parties shall have five (5) days to react to the panel’s recommendations. If the impasse is not then resolved, either party may make the
panel’s findings and recommendations public. The panel’s findings and
recommendations shall be advisory only and not binding on either party.
5. The costs for the services of the third party, including per diem expenses,
if any, and actual and necessary travel and subsistence expenses, shall be
borne equally by the Board and the Association.
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ARTICLE 6

Grievance Procedure
A. Definitions
1. Grievance—A claim by one party that the other party has violated this
Agreement.
2. Grievant—The person making the claim.
B. Purpose
1. The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level, equitable solutions to the problems that may occur in the
administration of this Agreement. Both parties agree that these proceedings will be kept informal and confidential at all levels of the procedure.
2. Nothing herein contained shall be construed as limiting the right of any
unit member having a grievance to discuss the matter with any appropriate members of the administration. Such grievance may be adjusted
without intervention of the Association, providing that the adjustment
is not inconsistent with the terms of the Agreement.
3. A claim at the informal level, or a grievance submitted directly at the
formal level, shall be initiated no more than fifteen (15) duty days after
the cause has occurred or should have been discovered.
4. A grievance shall be automatically waived and shall not be subject to
further discussion or appeal if the grievant does not process it within
any of the stated time limits. Such time limits may only be extended by
mutual agreement between the parties.
C. Informal Process
A unit member will first discuss his/her claim that there is a violation of
the Agreement with his/her immediate supervisor. Both parties will make
efforts to resolve the issue at this informal level.
D. Formal Process
Step One
If the claim cannot be resolved using the informal process, the unit member
then submits the grievance to his/her supervisor in writing within ten (10)
duty days of the response at the informal step, or no later than thirty (30)
duty days after the initiation of the informal process if there is no response
at the informal level. If the supervisor does not satisfy it within ten (10) duty
days from receipt of the written grievance, the grievance may be processed
to Step Two.
Step Two
If the grievant is not satisfied with the disposition in Step One, he/she may
file his/her grievance in writing with the Association within five (5) duty
days. Within five (5) duty days from such filing, the Association may forward
the grievance to the supervisor of the Step One supervisor. If the grievance
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is referred within the time limits, the supervisor shall have five (5) duty days
to respond to the grievance.
Step Three
1. If the grievant and the Association are not satisfied with the disposition in
Step Two, the Association may forward the grievance to the Department
of Association Relations within (ten) 10 duty days of receiving the Step
Two response, or within (ten) 10 duty days of the deadline for the Step
Two response, if none was received, for processing. If the grievance is
referred within the time limits, a meeting shall be scheduled to discuss
the grievance. The superintendent or his/her designee shall preside over
the meeting on behalf of the employer. The superintendent/designee shall
have (ten) 10 duty days from the date of the meeting to respond to the
Association and the grievant.
2. A grievance may be filed for a group of unit members at Step Three if the
president or designee of MCAAP/MCBOA and the director of association
relations agree that the authority to resolve the grievance does not exist
at Step One or Step Two.
Step Four/Arbitration
1. If the grievant is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance made
by the superintendent, the Association may submit the grievance to
arbitration.
2. Arbitration may be initiated by the grieving party by serving notice upon
the other party within fifteen (15) duty days and setting forth the precise
question it proposes to arbitrate. The receiving party will acknowledge
his/her agreement with the “question” as framed by the grieving party
by affixing his/her signature to the form within five (5) duty days and
returning the form to the grieving party. If the receiving party does not
agree with the framing of the “question,” he/she will so indicate this
disagreement, sign the form, and return it to the grieving party within
five (5) duty days. If this disagreement exists on the submission statement,
the arbitrator must first frame the issue, in consultation with the parties,
before proceeding with the merits of the case.
3. The grieving party may submit the matter to arbitration within five (5)
duty days of the return of the submission statement form. The Department
of Association Relations and the Association will attempt to agree upon
a mutually acceptable arbitrator and obtain a commitment from said
arbitrator to serve. If the parties are unable to agree upon an arbitrator or
to obtain such a commitment from an arbitrator, a request for arbitration
will be sent to the American Arbitration Association. A copy will be sent
to the other party. The parties will be bound by the rules of the American
Arbitration Association governing labor arbitrations.
4. The arbitrator shall have no power to add to, subtract from, or modify any
terms of this Agreement. The arbitrator shall not accept issues or evidence
not presented during the grievance procedure. The arbitrator shall be
without power or authority to make any recommendations beyond the
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terms of this Agreement. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and
binding on the parties.
5. The expense of the arbitrator shall be borne equally by the parties.
E. Miscellaneous
1. All documents, communications, and records dealing with the processing
of a grievance will be filed in a separate grievance file and will not be kept
in the official personnel file of any of the participants.
2. A ll decisions rendered at all levels of the grievance procedure will be in
writing, setting forth the decision and the reasons therefore, and will be
transmitted promptly to both parties.
3. Forms for filing grievances, serving notices, taking appeals, making
reports and recommendations, and other necessary documents will be
prepared by the superintendent after consultation with the Association
and will be given appropriate distribution so as to facilitate operation of
the grievance procedure.
4. Both parties shall be permitted to present evidence and witnesses and to
cross-examine all witnesses whenever a hearing is held.
5. The administrative complaint procedure currently in use to process and
resolve unit member complaints pertaining to matters not covered by this
Agreement shall be continued.
6. No reprisals of any kind shall be taken against the unit member(s) involved
in the grievance procedure.
7. Nothing in this grievance procedure shall limit the rights of any unit
member to discuss any complaint, problem, or matter of dissatisfaction
with any appropriate administrator without representation or the intervention of any organization.
8. Meetings and hearings shall be scheduled to minimize, where possible,
the disruption of school system business. Meetings and hearings scheduled during the grievant’s regular working hours shall be considered
time worked. School employee witnesses whose testimony is relevant and
material to the grievance, called by either party, shall likewise lose no pay
because of their participation.
9. The Association may submit any intended class action grievance to the
superintendent or designee and the superintendent shall rule within five
(5) duty days if any other administrator has the authority to resolve the
grievance. If no other administrator has the authority to resolve the grievance, the superintendent or designee shall, within ten (10) duty days from
the initial submission of the grievance, respond or the Association shall
be free to seek arbitration of the grievance, except where the Agreement
states otherwise.
10. The Association can grieve on matters with respect to the general application of any clause in the Agreement to the unit as a whole or with respect
to Association rights and privileges as set forth in Article 8.
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11. Th
 e grievant shall be represented exclusively by the Association at Step
Two and above.

ARTICLE 7

Association Rights And Privileges
A.	If negotiating meetings are agreed upon to be held during a unit member’s
workday, Union Business Leave will be used for those unit members
participating in the negotiations, not to exceed twelve (12) unit members at
any one time.
B.	The Association will be mailed a copy of the official Board agenda, the packet
of materials relating to the agenda, and a copy of the Board minutes prior to
each meeting.
C.	The Association will have the right to use school buildings for any legal
purpose without cost for Association meetings when building services staff
is normally on duty. Any damage in excess of normal wear will be paid
for by the Association within thirty (30) days. Nonpayment will result in
abrogation of this section of Article 7.
D.	A list of all unit members will be supplied by August 1 of each year to the
Association. This list will include appropriate information about the unit
members.
E. Use of the interschool mail facility is authorized to distribute official
Association material. The Association shall have access to and use of the
electronic bulletin/mail delivery system to communicate with unit members.
F. 	Association officers and/or representatives will be permitted to draw on
a bank of days in order to perform Association business. The Board shall
contribute 115 days (920 hours) per year to this bank, in addition to days
contributed by unit members in accordance with Article 8. The Board and
the Association shall agree to appropriate procedures to ensure the proper
use of these days.
G. 	The duly elected president of MCAAP/MCBOA will be granted leave with
pay during the term of this contract. The Board and the Association shall
agree upon appropriate procedures to provide for such leave.
H. Representation Fee
1. Unit members shall have the option of joining MCAAP/MCBOA or have
imposed, as a condition of employment, a representation fee by MCAAP/
MCBOA. The representation fee shall not exceed that percentage of dues
expended in support of collective bargaining, contract administration,
grievance adjustment, and other activities related to employment conditions. This provision applies only to those unit members entering the unit
on or after July 1, 2003, for MCAAP-AAP unit members or after July 1,
2008, for MCAAP-BOA unit members. Such individuals shall be advised
of this provision before accepting a unit position.
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2. R
 epresentation fees shall be authorized for payroll deduction or paid
directly to MCAAP/MCBOA by the unit member. An employee who
elects to pay directly shall be deemed to meet his/her representation fee
obligations so long as he/she is no more than sixty (60) days in arrears
of payment of such fee. In addition, each such unit member will, annually, on or about November 1, contribute one (1) day or eight (8) hours of
personal leave (or annual leave if personal leave is exhausted) to the leave
bank available for use by MCAAP/MCBOA, as described in Section F of
this Article.
3. If any provision of this Article is or becomes invalid under federal or
state law, said provision shall be invalid or modified to comply with the
requirements of said federal or state law.
4. MCAAP/MCBOA shall indemnify and save the Board harmless against
any and all claims, demands, suits, or any other forms of liability that
shall rise out of or by reason of action taken or not taken by the Board
for the purpose of complying with this Article.
5. These provisions shall not be applicable to any unit member who is a
member of a religious organization, the established tenets or teaching of
which oppose its members joining or financially supporting any collective bargaining organization, and who shall pay an equivalent amount
of money to a nonreligious, nonunion charity or to such other charitable organization as may be mutually agreed upon by the employee
and MCAAP/MCBOA, and who furnishes to the Board and MCAAP/
MCBOA written proof of such payment.
6. Promptly after notifying MCPS of the amount of the representation
fee each year, MCAAP/MCBOA will send a written communication to
each employee in the unit who is required to pay such a fee under this
Agreement. This communication will inform the employee, inter alia:
a. of his or her obligation to pay a representation fee to MCAAP/MCBOA,
b. of the amount of the representation fee and the manner in which it
was determined, and
c. of his or her option to pay the representation fee directly to MCAAP/
MCBOA or to deduct the fee from his/ her salary.
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ARTICLE 8

Association Dues Deduction
A. A
 s unit members individually and voluntarily authorize the Board
of Education of Montgomery County, the Board agrees to withhold
organizational dues and other deductions mutually agreed upon with the
Association from the unit members’ wages and transmit such funds to
the Association. The Board will include the name; the school, office, or
department where the unit member is located; and the amount of each
deduction with the transmittal of funds.
B. Dues or a representation fee will be deducted in equal payments during the
terms of this Agreement, beginning on the first full pay period following
the receipt by the Employee and Retiree Service Center of the notice from
the Association of the individually signed authorizations. This deduction
will remain in effect for the term of this Agreement or until the deduction
is canceled or revised in writing by the employee to the Association. The
Association shall notify the Employee and Retiree Service Center on or
before September 30 of any school year. For a full year, dues will be deducted
over twenty (20) pay periods.
C. The amount deducted from a unit member’s wages will be for the total
dues and other authorized deductions, and each individual must authorize,
by deduction authorization form signed by the unit member, that such
deductions shall be at the current rate. The Association shall certify to
the Board in writing the current rate of dues by July 1 of each year. If this
certification is not received by the Employee and Retiree Service Center, no
deduction will be made.
D. Each member of MCAAP/MCBOA will, annually, on or about November 1,
contribute one (1) day or eight (8) hours of personal leave (or annual leave if
personal leave is exhausted) to the leave bank available for use by MCAAP/
MCBOA, as described in Article 7 of this Agreement.
E. The right of dues checkoff in this Article shall be granted exclusively to the
Association.
F. The Association shall indemnify and save the Board harmless against any
and all claims, demands, suits, or any other forms of liability that shall rise
out of or by reason of action taken or not taken by the Board for the purposes
of complying with any list, notice, form, card, or assignment furnished
under any such provisions.
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ARTICLE 9

Prohibition Of Strikes,
Slowdowns, and Work Stoppages
It is agreed that the Association will not call or sanction a strike, slowdown, or
work stoppage during the term of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 10

General
A. I f any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement to
any employee or group of employees is held to be contrary to law or state
Board bylaw having the force and effect of law, such provision or application
will not be deemed valid and subsisting, except to the extent permitted by
law, but all other provisions or applications will continue in full force and
effect. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to deny or abrogate any of the
powers or responsibilities of the Board of Education and the superintendent
that have been assigned to them by any Maryland law or regulation of the
state Board of Education.
B. The Board will amend its written policies and take such other actions as may
be necessary to give full force and effect to the provisions of this Agreement.
C. Copies of this Agreement will be printed and distributed by the Board to all
presently employed and newly hired unit members and the Association will
be allocated 150 copies. Actual costs of printing and distribution shall be
computed and the Association shall pay one half such costs.
D. Any written communication to be given by one party to the other under this
Agreement will be given by telegram, registered mail, regular mail, e-mail,
or personally receipted mail. If given by the Board, said notice will be sent to
the Association at its office; and if given by the Association, such notice will
be sent to the Board of Education of Montgomery County, 850 Hungerford
Drive, Rockville, Maryland 20850.
E. Any article in this Agreement that is dependent for its fulfillment upon
public funds shall be subject to and contingent upon funding by the County
Council of Montgomery County or upon subsequent renegotiation, as
described elsewhere in this Agreement.
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ARTICLE 11

Unit Members’ Responsibilities
A. U
 nit members are responsible to the Board through the superintendent for
the administration of school policy consistent with its rules and regulations,
the operation and management of schools and offices, and the direction of
subordinate employees, subject to the Board’s negotiated agreements and
state and federal laws.
B. In medical emergency situations, unit members are responsible for obtaining
emergency help.

ARTICLE 12

Productive And Professional Workforce
We believe that our people are our greatest resource. It is in the best interest of the
school system and the unit member to identify the best matches between skills
and abilities and available positions. For the school system to be high performing,
career management of unit members must be closely linked to the current and
future needs of the organization. To this end, we are committed to preparing a
greater number of internal leaders for administrative and supervisory positions
throughout the system. In addition, we are committed to ensuring that once in
a position, administrators receive continuing professional development designed
to maximize their success.
A. Professional Recognition
1. The Board and the Association recognize that the nature of the jobs
performed by members of the unit is such that work beyond the customary
40-hour work week often is required. The Board recognizes that professional staff will exercise professional judgment in determining when the
needs of the school system permit them to attend to personal business
of relatively brief duration during normal working hours without using
leave for those absences from the work site.
2. The parties recognize that unit members will not abuse these privileges
and the Board, at the appropriate supervisory level, retains the right to
deny such privileges to any unit member whose pattern of absences from
work appears inconsistent with the performance of his/her duties in the
highly professional manner expected of all unit members. It is agreed that
the substance of this section is subject to the grievance procedure, but not
to the arbitration procedure.
3. Flexible Schedule Option
a. The parties agree to develop a framework that permits unit members
to work a flexible schedule for a maximum of four consecutive weeks
per year per unit member. For schools, such an optional program
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could be available during a maximum of four weeks during the
summer. A request must be submitted to and approved by the supervising executive staff member prior to implementation of any flexible
schedule options. For central services offices, the timing and window
during which a flexible schedule may be utilized must be approved
in advance by the appropriate executive staff member. The flexible
schedule shall be four 10-hour days and one day off in a five-day work
week. The request submitted for approval must address the following:
✦✦ Adequate coverage of the school, office, and services;
✦✦ The identity of the MCAAP/MCBOA unit member(s) who will
participate;
✦✦ A process for tracking attendance and leave use, as well as
recording attendance into the district’s time and attendance
system;
✦✦ Reported leave use must be commensurate with the amount of
work time actually missed;
✦✦ The process for contacting MCAAP/MCBOA unit members in
the event of an emergency when they are not at the work site.
b. Participation in this flexible schedule provision must be voluntary on
the part of each MCAAP/MCBOA unit member.
c. The Joint Collaboration Committee should annually evaluate
the effectiveness of this program and recommend any necessary
modifications.
d. This flexible schedule provision automatically expires on
June 30, 2014, unless the parties jointly and specifically provide for
continuation.
B. Leadership Development
1. Leadership development is the process by which administrators individually and jointly enhance and update their knowledge and skills related
to leadership. Leadership development increases administrator effectiveness; builds confidence, morale and commitment; and subsequently, the
ability to improve the quality of education of all students through quality
leadership.
2. The Board and the Association recognize the value and merits of having a
highly professional administrative staff to lead the school system. A joint
administrative advisory committee on leadership development will advise
the school system on all activities and programs for administrators.
a. The committee will be referred to as the Leadership Development
Advisory Committee (LDAC).
b. The committee will include representatives chosen by the superintendent and the Association. The committee will meet regularly and,
as needed, will make recommendations to the superintendent and
the Association.
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c. Th
 e committee will be co-chaired by a representative from the
Association and MCPS.
d. The committee will be charged with advising and making recommendations to the superintendent and the Association with regard
to the leadership development of administrators; assessment and
review of alternative models for delivery of training; conducting
periodic needs assessments of unit members with regard to training
and staff development; reviewing staff needs and system needs and
recommending approaches to ensure that staff development offerings are aligned to meet both; and other related issues as determined
by the parties.
e. The committee will receive regular updates concerning the use of
technology as it relates to the leadership development of administrators and make recommendations concerning the use of technology
for training and development.
3. Tuition Reimbursement
The Board agrees to support a tuition reimbursement program for fulltime unit members with the following conditions:
a. Eligible unit members, as described above, may request tuition reimbursement for university and college courses approved by the Office
of Human Resources and Development.
b. Reimbursement shall be for courses that will enable unit members to
continue their professional development and to maintain or increase
their skills as administrators or supervisors in their employment with
MCPS. Courses identified as needed by MCPS are also covered. Some
education and training, which can either increase unit members’
effectiveness in their current positions or can assist them to prepare
for other positions within MCPS, may be available through other
educational institutions or agencies. Such courses usually are offered
for credit at schools, adult education institutions, or other agencies.
c. The unit member must achieve a satisfactory grade. A satisfactory
grade is defined as a “B” or better for a graduate course, a “C” or
better for an undergraduate course and a “pass” for a pass/fail
course. Documentation (course grade and proof of payment) must be
submitted within sixty (60) days of the end of the course.
d. Reimbursement shall cover actual tuition only and not the cost of
books or other materials.
e. Non college training will be reimbursed by converting clock hours
to credits, 15 clock hours equals one (1) credit. Prior approval for
these classes is available, and encouraged, if there is a question about
whether the class is reimbursable or not.
f. Reimbursement shall not exceed 50 percent of the current cost of
in-state tuition at the University of Maryland, College Park, up to
a maximum of nine (9) hours credit per fiscal year for courses not
currently offered by the in-service program. Reimbursement will be
22
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based on graduate or undergraduate tuition rates, depending upon
the level of the course or program being reimbursed.
g. The 9-credit-hour limitation may be waived for a specific year or
years under the following conditions:
(1) Completion of the requirements of an approved program requires enrollment in more than 9 credits during one or more
years of the program, or MCPS approves enrollment in more
than 9 credits in order to meet a specific school system need.
(2) No reimbursement for additional credits outside the approved
program will be approved until the total reimbursement from
the first year of excess credits is less than an average of 9 credits
per year.
(3) If the employee retires or resigns prior to the time the average
reduces to 9 credits per year, the employee will be required to
repay MCPS for any excess reimbursement beyond the average
of 9 credits per year from the first year of excess reimbursement.
(4) In no event may the employee be reimbursed for more than 45
credits in the five-year period, beginning with the first year of
excess reimbursement.
h. Employees generally will not be reimbursed for outside courses or
training if such courses are also offered by MCPS and are available
to the employees in the unit. Exceptions will be made for credits that
are needed as part of a degree, certificate, or professional development program in which the employee is enrolled if the MCPS course
would not be counted and the credits would otherwise be reimbursable. Exceptions may also be made for other valid reasons (e.g., the
MCPS courses are full and unavailable).
i. This section may be modified by mutual agreement of the parties
based upon recommendations of the Leadership Development
Advisory Committee.
4. Time and Resources for Professional Development
a. The parties recognize the vital importance of training and education
in this era of change. A well-trained, effectively functioning workforce is necessary if the Montgomery County Public Schools is to
achieve its goal of providing high-quality education for every student.
The Board recognizes the need for programs that will improve the
efficiency of unit members in their current jobs and the importance
of assisting unit members to meet MCPS employment needs along
with the unit member’s individual career development plans
b. Recognizing the importance of time as a valuable resource, time for
professional development is provided using a variety of options that
are collaboratively determined by MCPS and MCAAP/MCBOA.
c. Valuable professional development opportunities supported as priorities within MCPS and for which unit members are encouraged to
participate in the planning and attendance include the MCAAP Fall
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Conference and the MCAAP Summer Conference. Professional leave
days may be provided for unit members to attend these meetings, in
accordance with Article 20, Leaves, Section H.3.
d. To the extent feasible, priority will be given to providing professional
development during the normal work day. When professional development activities take place outside the work day, consideration will
be given to seeking partnerships to award credit.
e. The Board agrees to budget $110,000 per year for unit members to
attend or make presentations to conferences and/or programs. No
more than 20 percent of these funds may be used for MCPS related
conferences/programs. The Association shall determine the unit
members eligible for such assistance and the amount each member
receives.
f. Professional leave days will be provided for unit members to attend
professional meetings in accordance with Article 20, Leaves, Section
H.3.
5. All unit members eligible for and encouraged to participate in professional
development programs designed to improve their effectiveness. The form
and substance of these programs may differ widely and unit members and
their supervisors are jointly responsible for analyzing areas of job needs
and then actively seeking professional development that will improve
performance. To achieve the goal of developing and implementing a
comprehensive program of professional development, the Board agrees
to budget for each year of this Agreement for instructional support for
system-designed professional development programs, after consideration
of input from the Association.
C. A&S Professional Growth System (A&S PGS)
1. Philosophy
a. MCAAP/MCBOA and MCPS acknowledge that administrative leadership is complex, changing and essential to improving teaching and
learning. The A&S PGS establishes the framework that describes the
skills and knowledge for administrators and supervisors to build
learning communities for both students and adults.
b. The success of this A&S PGS is dependent upon a professional culture
in which mutual respect, teamwork, and trust are the tenets of its
continuous improvement. These conditions empower administrators and supervisors to make decisions concerning their own professional growth and to contribute to the development of a culture of
ownership for both students and adults in a professional learning
community.
c. A priority of MCPS and MCAAP/MCBOA is to have a competent,
skilled administrator in every school and office as administrators are considered key players in ensuring a quality education for
all students. Administrators play a key role in the complex work of
creating, guiding, managing, and inspiring a learning community.
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d. Th
 e development and recognition of leadership requires time,
commitment, an adequate research base, and a plan for performance
and continuous learning. The A&S PGS is a plan that approaches
leadership as a cumulative process and not a single event. The goal of
the plan is to ensure quality performance of our administrators and
supervisors by looking for consistency and alignment with professional standards. The plan includes procedures and guidelines for
implementation, components critical to the success of administrators, standards, and a strong philosophy that values the role of the
administrator within a complex educational organization.
2. A&S PGS Collaboration
a. The Board and the Association commit to maintaining the comprehensive professional growth system that has been jointly designed
and implemented with the support of a multi-stakeholder group.
b. Through the A&S PGS, MCPS and MCAAP/MCBOA aspire to
achieve the highest performance possible of every student and
educator by increasing the quality of leadership in every school
and office. The A&S PGS acknowledges that a professional learning
community for administrators provides valuable support in establishing and expanding quality leadership practices.
c. Intrinsic to the concept of continuous improvement is self-reflection on knowledge, skills, strategies and practices of leadership.
Observations by supervisors and other professionals are supportive
of this reflection. All administrators may be observed formally and/
or informally at any time. During the non-evaluation years, formal
observations are not required. However, supervisors are expected to
observe administrators in a manner that allows them to be knowledgeable of the administrator’s skills and professional growth needs.
d. Recognizing that each staff member must constantly seek ways to
determine strengths and opportunities for improvement, a program
of professional feedback will be implemented by all unit members.
This feedback will be obtained on a regular and frequent basis, and
at least once every evaluation cycle. All feedback will be confidential and for the sole use of the unit member seeking the feedback.
Unit members are encouraged to share the results of the feedback
and their plans with the individuals who have participated with them
in the feedback process. Unit members are encouraged to utilize
this feedback as they develop their Professional Development Plans
(PDP).
3. A&S PGS Implementation
a. The role of the A&S PGS Implementation Team is to problem solve
issues related to the entire professional growth system, make ongoing
adjustments to the A&S PGS, and to forward recommendations that
significantly change the A&S PGS to the Oversight Committee for
final approval.
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b. Th
 e A&S PGS Implementation Team is co-chaired by an MCPS
representative and the president/designee of MCAAP/MCBOA.
c. The A&S PGS Oversight Committee reviews the work and recommendations of the A&S PGS Implementation Team and is comprised
of the president/designee of MCAAP/MCBOA and representatives
from MCPS.
d. Ongoing evaluation of this program will continue through the
collaboration efforts of MCAAP/MCBOA and MCPS.
4. A&S Review Panel Program
a. MCAAP/MCBOA and MCPS agree to jointly operate an A&S Review
Panel Program. This program is a mechanism for maintaining systemwide quality control ensuring that all administrators responsible for
leadership are functioning at or above the high MCPS standards of
performance. It provides intensive assistance for any administrator
who has not yet achieved that standard or who falls below acceptable
standards. Assistance and review are provided to both experienced
MCPS administrators in need of significant improvement and novice
administrators in their first year in a new position.
b. There are a number of A&S Review Panels based on the role of the
administrators receiving assistance and review.
c. MCPS and MCAAP/MCBOA may identify representatives to serve as
observers to the panel and its operations.
d. The A&S PGS Review Panel Program is by definition and design, a
collaborative effort between MCAAP/MCBOA and MCPS. In the
event that one of the parties determines that this program fails to
live up to the purposes and collaborative principles for which it was
established, the A&S PGS Implementation Team will meet with the
superintendent and the president of MCAAP/MCBOA to review
options and attempt to address concerns. If consensus cannot be
reached, MCAAP/MCBOA can discontinue its involvement in the
program with 90 days notice. MCPS may continue to fund positions
in the budget associated with the evaluation system, but it may not
refer to the program as the A&S PGS Review Panel Program.
e. A&S PGS Review Panel Responsibilities:
(1) Reviews quarterly updates provided to them on the progress of
administrators receiving support.
(2) Panel members may provide suggestions for support in helping
the administrator meet standard.
(3) The panel makes final recommendations to the superintendent
when appropriate.
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f. A
 &S PGS Review Panel Decisions:
(1) If the supervisor and the consulting principal/mentor agree that
the administrator meets standard, the administrator returns to
the professional growth cycle.
(2) If the supervisor and the consulting principal/mentor agree that
the administrator has not met standard or they could not agree if
the administrator met standard, they will present their findings
to the A&S PGS Review Panel. The administrator will also have
the opportunity to present information to the A&S PGS Review
Panel. After consideration of all information, the A&S PGS
Review Panel makes a recommendation to the superintendent.
g. R ights and Responsibilities of Administrators in the A&S PGS
Review Panel Program
(1) Nothing in this Article or the A&S PGS Review Panel Program
shall diminish the rights granted to administrators under
Section 6-202 or 4-205 of the Education Article of the Annotated
Code of Maryland, relative to suspension and dismissal, and the
right to appeal such personnel actions to appropriate government boards or agencies.
(2) MCAAP/MCBOA unit members participating in the A&S PGS
Review Panel Program, as consulting principals, mentors or as
members of the A&S PGS Review Panel, shall be indemnified
and held harmless by the Board against any and all claims arising as a result of their actions within the scope of their duties.

ARTICLE 13

Unit Member Evaluation
A. Th
 e Board and the Association agree that the primary purposes of the A&S
evaluation system are to appraise the performance of unit members and to
assist unit members to improve their effectiveness in performing their job
responsibilities. The evaluation system also provides MCPS with information
from which professional development programs can be developed, personnel
selection procedures can be appraised, and adequacy of human and material
resources can be assessed.
B. The evaluation system is one part of the Administrative and Supervisory
Professional Growth System (A&S PGS). The development of the evaluation
system was a collaborative effort between MCAAP/MCBOA and MCPS. The
Board and the Association agree that any changes in the evaluation system
and instruments shall be developed collaboratively. Through the PGS, MCPS
and the Association aspire to ensure that all staff either directly or indirectly
contributes to achieving the highest performance possible of every MCPS
student and employee by raising the quality of support to instruction, as
well as all other services that contribute to student achievement. The PGS
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acknowledges that peers provide valuable support in promoting the success
of every employee.
C. Evaluations of unit members shall be completed within the timelines
established by the A&S PGS.
D. Complaints about or material derogatory to a unit member will be maintained
in a file on that unit member and/or used in his/her evaluation only if:
1. The complaint or material has been put into written form.
2. The unit member has had an opportunity to review the material and been
given a copy.
3. The appropriate administrator has substantiated the allegation.
4. The unit member has had the opportunity to review such material and to
affix his/her initials to a copy with the expressed understanding that such
initialing does not indicate agreement with the contents. The unit member
shall be permitted to attach his/her comments related to the derogatory
material.

ARTICLE 14

Salaries And Compensation
A. 1.

2.

 nit members will receive one step on the salary schedule within grade
U
annually, unless the unit member is on the top pay step of the pay grade.
Step increases are effective on the first day of the pay period that contains
the date of eligibility. (Step increases will not apply during FY 2011, and
are subject to reopened negotiations in accordance with Article 27 of this
Agreement.)
W henever a unit member is permanently assigned to a position that has
a higher salary range than the one he/she holds, the effective date of
the change shall become his/her new anniversary date except that the
anniversary date does not change if the higher position is a result of a
reclassification and the unit member is the incumbent in the position.
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B. Salary Schedules
1. Effective July 1, 2010, the salary schedules shall be as indicated below:

MCAAP-AAP Salary Schedule
Step

N-11

M

N

O

P

Q

1

$88,217

$89,807

$95,195

$100,907 $106,961 $113,379

2

$90,864

$92,501

$98,051

$103,934 $110,170 $116,780

3

$93,590

$95,276

$100,993 $107,052 $113,475 $120,283

4

$96,398

$98,134

$104,023 $110,264 $116,879 $123,891

5

$99,290

$101,078 $107,144 $113,572 $120,385 $127,608

6

$102,269 $104,110 $110,358 $116,979 $123,997 $131,436

7

$105,337 $107,233 $113,669 $120,488 $127,717 $135,379

8

$108,497 $110,450 $117,079 $124,103 $131,549 $139,440

9

$111,752 $113,764 $120,591 $127,826 $135,495 $143,623

10

$115,104 $117,177 $124,209 $129,104

MCAAP-BOA Salary Schedule

2.

Step

G

H

I

J

K

1

$64,474

$68,342

$72,442

$76,789

$81,396

2

$66,408

$70,392

$74,615

$79,093

$83,838

3

$68,400

$72,504

$76,853

$81,466

$86,353

4

$70,452

$74,679

$79,159

$83,910

$88,944

5

$72,566

$76,919

$81,534

$86,427

$91,612

6

$74,743

$79,227

$83,980

$89,020

$94,360

7

$76,985

$81,604

$86,499

$91,691

$97,191

8

$79,295

$84,052

$89,094

$94,442

$100,107

9

$81,674

$86,574

$91,767

$97,275

$103,110

10

$84,124

$89,171

$94,520

$100,193

$106,203

11

$86,648

$91,846

$97,356

$103,199

$109,389

12

$89,247

$94,601

$100,277

$106,295

$112,670

 ffective July 1, 2009, the salary schedule lane differential shall
E
be reduced to 5.9 percent, step 10 shall be added to the “P” and “Q”
salary lanes, and a 5.3 percent increase shall be applied to the resulting
schedule. (The restructuring and COLA provisions in this paragraph have
not been implemented and are subject to reopened negotiations in accordance with Article 27 of this Agreement.)
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3.

 nit members employed on an 11-month basis as assistant school
U
administrators are paid on salary lanes N-11, which is 92.67 percent of
the salary on Grade N of the salary schedule.
C. Supplements
1. Longevity Supplement—(New or additional longevity supplements will not
be implemented during FY 2011 and are subject to reopened negotiations
in accordance with Article 27 of this Agreement.)
a. Each unit member shall receive an annual longevity supplement of
$1,500 upon completion of five (5) years of service as a an administrator and/or supervisor in a MCAAP-AAP position in MCPS for
MCAAP-AAP members, or in a MCAAP-BOA unit position or positions for MCAAP-BOA Unit members.
b. Each unit member shall receive an annual longevity supplement of
$1,500 upon completion of ten (10) years of service as a an administrator and/or supervisor in a MCAAP-AAP position in MCPS for
MCAAP-AAP members, or in a MCBOA unit position or positions
for MCAAP-BOA Unit members.
c. Each MCAAP-BOA unit member shall receive an annual longevity
supplement of $1,500 upon completion of fifteen (15) years of service
as a supervisor in a MCBOA unit position or positions.
d. Longevity increases are effective on the first day of the pay period
that contains the date of eligibility.
2.	Doctoral Supplement—Each MCAAP-AAP member who has received
an approved doctorate degree will receive an annual salary supplement
of $1,000. Effective July 1, 2009, this supplement will increase to $2,000.
(The increase to $2,000 has not been implemented and is subject to reopened
negotiations in accordance with Article 27 of this Agreement.)
3.	High School Supplement—Each high school assistant principal, assistant
school administrator, and administrative coordinator will receive an
annual salary supplement of $2,500.
4.	High School Plus Supplement—Each high school administrator in a
school with a “High School Plus” program will receive an annual salary
supplement $1,500.
5.	Single Administrator Principal Supplement—Each principal who is
the only administrator assigned to a school will receive an annual salary
supplement of $1,000.
6.	Title I School Supplement—Each unit member who is assigned as a
principal of a Title I school will receive an annual salary supplement of
$1,000.
7.		Large School Supplement—Each principal assigned to an identified
“outlier” school (very large) will receive an annual salary supplement of
$1,000. Schools eligible for this supplement will be determined each year
based on enrollment.
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D. Stipends
a. Schools Under Construction—Each principal of a school that is
undergoing major renovation or reconstruction will receive an
annual stipend of $1,000. For purposes of the stipend, the Joint
Collaboration Committee will determine what is major renovation
or reconstruction.
b. Overnight Responsibilities—Effective July 1, 2009, each unit
member participating in an approved activity requiring overnight
participation will receive a stipend of $100 for that responsibility.
(This provision has not been implemented and is subject to reopened
negotiations in accordance with Article 27 of this Agreement.)
E. W hen a unit member’s position is reclassified by the Board of Education to
a lower classification in or out of the unit, the unit member shall continue to
receive his/her annual salary in effect on the date prior to the effective date
of the reclassification action until the annual salary of the new grade exceeds
the salary of the old grade, at which time the unit member will become
eligible for salary increases.
F. Acting Higher Level Position
1. A unit member who is assigned to an acting higher level position for
a period of two consecutive work weeks or more shall be paid a salary
that normally would be assigned to him/her if he/she were assigned
permanently to that position.
2. An assignment made under this section must be in writing and approved
in advance.
3. The salary shall be retroactive to the first day of the assignment.
4. A unit member who is assigned to an acting position on a lower pay scale
shall suffer no loss of salary.
G. A unit member who is promoted to a higher-level position shall be placed
on a salary step that will provide an increase of no less than 6.0 percent over
current salary, unless such an increase would result in a salary that exceeds
the top step of the grade of the new position on the salary schedule.
H. Adjustments to the salary will be implemented in such a way that unit
members get full advantage of increments to which they are entitled during
the term of the Agreement.

ARTICLE 15

Workdays
All workdays when the central and administrative offices are open shall be duty
days for unit members employed on a 12-month basis. Unit members employed
on an 11-month basis shall have a total of 215 duty days. All student days, when the
schools are open, shall be duty days for unit members employed on an 11-month
basis. Eleven-month unit members will work the additional days during the year
as determined by the unit member’s supervisor.
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ARTICLE 16

Mileage and Business Expenses
A. U
 nit members who, in order to fulfill their job responsibilities as determined
in advance by the administration, are required to use their own vehicles
to complete those assigned job responsibilities will receive the adjusted
Internal Revenue Service rate per mile for all approved travel. Adjustments
in the mileage rate will be made effective with the official change in Internal
Revenue Service regulations.
B. Any mileage for MCPS purposes beyond the once-a-day round trip mileage
during the basic work week from a unit member’s residence to his/her regular
work site shall be reimbursed by MCPS.
C. A ll unit members will be reimbursed for authorized business expenditures
incurred in the performance of duties if the unit member provides adequate
receipts.
D. MCAAP-BOA unit members who are required as a condition of employment
in a given position to use their private automobiles and who, because of
this required employment use pay a higher insurance premium, shall be
reimbursed for the amount of the additional premium. The unit member
seeking reimbursement will be expected to submit satisfactory evidence to
support such claim.

ARTICLE 17

Employee Benefits Plan
A. Th
 e present employee benefit plan designs, as contained in the benefit
booklet(s), shall be maintained for the life of this Agreement, and shall
not be changed except as may be recommended to the parties by the Joint
Employee Benefits Committee as provided in this Article.
B. Medical Plans
The Benefit Plan shall include the following options:
1. Two Point-of-Service (POS) Health Plans, with differentials between
in-network and out-of-network plan designs. The two plans shall be:
a. PLAN A—The Board shall maintain the POS health plan, which
is open to all unit members. The Board shall pay 90 percent of the
annual premium for each unit member enrolled in the plan and the
unit member shall pay 10 percent of the annual premium for the
plan.
b. PLAN B—The closed POS Plan benefit levels shall remain the same,
except as specified. This plan shall remain closed to new employees
hired after January 1, 1994. The Board shall pay 80 percent of the
annual premium for each unit member enrolled in this plan and the
unit member shall pay 20 percent of the annual premium for the plan.
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2. H
 MOs—Health Maintenance Organizations
For unit members who enroll in the Board of Education’s health maintenance organizations (HMOs) (or other future carriers awarded contracts
through the MCPS bidding process), the Board agrees to pay a sum which
is 95 percent of the annual premium. The unit member shall pay 5 percent
of such annual premiums.
C. Supplemental Plans
The existing dental, vision, drug, and life insurance plans shall continue to
be provided, except as modified herein. Unit members will be able to select
each plan independently, regardless of other plan selections. The premium
cost sharing formula shall be 90 percent/10 percent for each plan.
1. Dental Plans
MCPS will contract with both a Dental Preferred Provider Organization
(DPPO) and a Dental Maintenance Organization Provider (DMO) to
provide dental benefits to MCPS employees. Unit members may elect
annually to participate in either the DPPO or the DMO. The DPPO will
provide both in-network and out-of-network dental benefits.
2. Vision Plan
The existing vision care insurance plan shall remain in effect.
3. Prescription Drug Plans
a. MCPS will implement a managed prescription drug plan that
combines utilization review, physician profiling, and case management techniques. The plan will protect a physician’s ability to make
a final medical determination of the appropriate medication. The
plan’s co-payment structure is designed to encourage participants to
purchase prescription drugs at the most affordable price.
b. The prescription co-payment schedule will be:
Retail

Domestic Mail
Order

30-day supply

3-month supply

Generic Drugs

$5

$0

Brand Name, Formulary List
Drugs

$10

$10

Brand Name, Non-Formulary,
no generic equivalent

$25

$25

Brand Name, Non-Formulary,
generic is available

$25 plus the
difference

$25 plus the
difference

DRUG CLASS

c. G
 eneric Equivalent Rules—Prescriptions for non-formulary brand
name drugs with a generic equivalent will automatically be filled
with a generic, and the participant will be charged the lower generic
class co-pay. If the physician specifies to dispense as written, or if the
participant opts for brand name non-formulary drugs, such drugs
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d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

will be dispensed and the co-pay shall include the added difference
in cost for the name brand drug over the generic drug.
Formulary Drug Class (a.k.a., “Primary Drug Class”) is a list of
preferred brand name medicines that have been reviewed and selected
by the pharmacy benefit manager’s “Pharmacy and Therapeutics
Committee” of practicing doctors and clinical pharmacists for their
safety, quality, and effectiveness.
Maintenance Drug Class—Maintenance drugs are drugs usually
prescribed to treat conditions of a long-term or chronic nature, such
as diabetes, arthritis, or high blood pressure. Drugs are classified
according to therapeutic category and those drugs are considered
as maintenance medications under the plan are identified through
the pharmacy benefit manager. Two initial 30-day prescriptions for
maintenance drugs may be filled at a retail pharmacy. Following that,
maintenance drugs must be filled through the mail-order pharmacy.
If such subsequent maintenance drug prescriptions are purchased at
a retail pharmacy, the plan shall only pay as much as it would have if
the drug had been purchased mail-order—and the participant shall
pay the difference. Participants may choose to continue purchasing
their maintenance drugs in 30-day prescriptions at a retail pharmacy
beyond the first two months. If they do, the co-pay shall be the mail
order co-pay for a 30-day supply plus the added difference in cost
for the retail maintenance drug over the plans cost for purchase of
a 30-day supply of the maintenance drug through the mail-order
pharmacy.
Biotech Drug Class—Certain newly-patented, high-cost, bio-engineered drugs are to be bought in the most cost-effective way. The
plan design shall include a specialty mail-order pharmacy for biotech
drugs. The Joint Employee Benefits Committee will have responsibility for continuing to seek out ways to purchase biotech drugs at the
lowest possible cost.
If a doctor certifies that it is medically necessary to prescribe a brand
name drug (for example, if the participant has an allergic reaction
to the generic equivalent), the co-pay on brand name drugs filled
through the mail order program will be the applicable brand name
drug co-pay: either formulary or non-formulary non-generic.
Network pricing at pharmacies participating in the network, and
through the mail order pharmacy, shall be made available to plan
participants to purchase medical supplies not covered by the plan,
but negotiated through the network. The co-pay for such supplies
shall be 100 percent of the network discounted cost.
Participants in the Kaiser HMO shall have their prescription
coverage provided by Kaiser in conjunction with their medical plan.
The co-pays shall be $5 for all prescriptions at Kaiser pharmacies
(including mail-order) and $10 at other participating pharmacies
(including Giant, Safeway, and CVS).
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G.

H.

4. Life Insurance
The Board agrees to cover each unit member with term life insurance
consistent with the current Your Benefit Plan booklet or such other amount
as agreed to by the joint MCAAP-MCPS committee. In addition, the Board
will provide eligible unit members with the opportunity to purchase
additional term life insurance, at group rates, in an amount equal to one
times annual salary, during the initial benefit eligibility period. An eligible
unit member who does not purchase additional term life insurance when
first eligible may do so during future open enrollment periods provided
he or she meets insurance company underwriting requirements. The unit
member will pay the full cost of additional life insurance purchased under
this provision.
Dual-Employee Households
Whenever a husband and wife are both employed by MCPS and eligible to
participate in the Employee Benefits Plan, one of the following enrollment
options will be available:
1. Each may choose to be covered separately under a single plan.
2. One employee may choose medical coverage which would include his/her
spouse as a dependent. The other may enroll in any other benefit plan, but
not in a medical plan.
3. If one employee chooses a plan covering other dependents, the other may
enroll in a single plan. In no event will any employee or dependent be
covered by two MCPS plans.
In the event of termination of coverage of one of the employees, or if dissolution of the marriage occurs, any employee who was covered as dependent
under his/her spouse’s plan will be permitted to continue in that plan as the
covered employee.
Domestic Partner Coverage
Health plan coverage shall be available to same-sex domestic partners of
unit members.
General Liability Coverage
The Board agrees to continue to carry a comprehensive general liability
policy in which employees are named insureds while acting within the scope
of their duties with limits of liability at not less than $1,550,000.
Tax Deferred Annuities & Deferred Compensation Plans
Unit members will be eligible to participate in the currently available tax
advantaged salary deferral 403(b) and 457(b) plans. The forms for the
necessary reduction of annual salaries shall be available online and at the
Employee and Retiree Service Center (ERSC).
Joint Employee Benefits Committee
1. MCAAP/MCBOA and MCPS will participate in a multi-union Joint
Employee Benefits Committee (JEBC) for the purpose of reviewing the
employee benefit plan periodically. The JEBC shall be continued and shall
make recommendations to the parties when warranted. Each party shall
appoint three (3) members of the committee.
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2. Th
 e committee shall select and monitor the performance of the health
care plan administrators.
3. It is understood that the committee shall utilize the bid process if required
by state law or MCPS regulation to contract for outside services required
to assist the committee.
4. T he Board shall indemnify and hold MCAAP/MCBOA, its officers,
employees, and agents harmless against any and all claims arising out of
the agreements set forth in this Section and will reimburse witness costs
and fees, court costs, legal fees, and lost wages incurred in defending
against any such claim.
5. In recognition of the inadequacy of the Maryland State Teachers Pension
the Joint Committee is also charged with developing options for enhancing
the MCPS supplemental pension plan. Such options may be the subject of
future negotiations between the parties.
I. Flexible Spending Accounts
1. The Board shall establish and maintain a Section 125 plan, which includes
medical reimbursement and dependent care assistance flexible spending
accounts, and premium conversion.
2. The Board shall provide an annual matching payment of up to the first
one-hundred dollars ($100) set aside by an employee in his or her medical
reimbursement flexible spending account.
J. Retirement/Pension Plans
The Board agrees that any modifications in the retirement and pension plan
benefits will be announced 90 days in advance of the effective date of the
implementation of such changes. It agrees further that the Association will
be consulted about the proposed changes and will be given an opportunity
to provide its views and suggestions. Unit members planning to retire should
contact the ERSC as early as possible.
L. Sick Leave Bank
All rules and guidelines governing the uses of the sick leave bank shall be
established by mutual consent of the parties.

ARTICLE 18

Employee Claims
A unit member may be reimbursed for repair or replacement of clothing or other
personal property damaged or destroyed in the performance of his/her duties,
taking into consideration depreciation. Personal property possession must have
been reasonable or proper under the circumstances and the damage or destruction
must not have been caused in whole or in part by the negligent or wrongful act
of the employee. Any damage or destruction will not be compensated when it
resulted from normal wear and tear associated with day to day living and working
conditions. Damage to a unit member’s motor vehicle will be reimbursed for
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out-of-pocket expenses not to exceed $200, provided that the unit member can
produce the proof that his/her motor vehicle was damaged as a result of his/her
enforcement of school regulations. All claims must be submitted to the Small
Claims Review Board for its decision. The maximum reimbursement under this
Article shall not exceed $900 for claims that are approved by the superintendent
or designee.

ARTICLE 19

Vacancies and Transfers
Subtitle I—Vacancies
A. The provisions of this Article are applicable to filling a vacancy in the
bargaining unit. A vacancy exists when the Board determines to fill an
unencumbered budgeted unit position. The superintendent shall select
the candidate to be recommended for appointment to the vacancy.
B. Administrative vacancies will be advertised on the electronic mail
system and on the telephone vacancy line for a minimum of five (5) full
workdays. Unit members will have four (4) workdays in which to apply.
Unit members who have submitted a request for a transfer to the position which is advertised will be included as applicants. Unit members
who have not submitted a request for transfer must submit their application or résumé in writing to the associate superintendent of human
resources and development within the expressed time limits in order
to be considered for specific advertised vacancies. Every effort will
be made to contact unit members as to the status of their candidacy
prior to the interviews. To expedite the filling of vacancies during the
summer, assistant principal and assistant school administrator vacancies may be posted for a minimum of two days. Unit members may be
asked to interview for positions for which they did not apply. In such
cases, the unit member may accept or decline the opportunity.
C. In the notice of vacancies, qualifications, duties, electronic/URL link
to the job description, and rates of compensation will be clearly stated.
Where qualifications and duties may vary from the class description for
a position, the variations will be specified.
D. In filling vacancies, applicants’ quality of job performance, length of
service in the MCPS, areas of competence, certification, and major and/
or minor fields of study will be considered. In any involuntary transfer,
the workforce diversity policy of MCPS will take precedence over a unit
member’s length of service in MCPS.
E. Upon written request, the superintendent or his designee will explain in
writing to an applicant the specific reason(s) he/she was not appointed
or considered for the vacancy.
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Subtitle II—Transfers
A. Definitions
1. Involuntary Transfer—A unit member whose position has been abolished
or is transferred to an assignment the individual did not request.
2. Voluntary Transfer—A unit member who requests and receives a transfer
or reassignment.
3. Administrative Placement—The filling of a vacancy by the superintendent
or designee in lieu of the stated advertisement and selection process.
4. Reclassification—The re-grading or change in responsibilities or duties
of a position.
B. W hen an involuntary transfer or reassignment of a unit member is deemed
necessary, the affected unit member will have the opportunity to make known
to his/her immediate supervisor and/or other appropriate administrators
his/her career goals and individual needs regarding the proposed transfer,
prior to a final placement. A unit member whose position has been abolished
will be interviewed for A&S advertised vacancies for which they apply and
are qualified for a period of up to 12 months after the notification that the
position is abolished.
C. The employee served such notice may request a written explanation of the
reasons for such transfer or a conference with the superintendent or his
authorized designee to discuss the transfer and shall be given such written
explanation or granted such a conference no later than five workdays after
the request is received by the office of the superintendent or his authorized
designee. The employee shall have the right to be accompanied and assisted
by a representative of the Association at any such conference.
D. A unit member who is involuntarily transferred for other than disciplinary
reasons to another position on a lower pay scale shall continue to be paid the
annual salary in effect on the date prior to the effective date of the transfer
until his/her annual salary on the new grade exceeds this guaranteed salary,
at which time the unit member will be placed on the new schedule.
E The provisions of this Article shall not apply to principal trainees and
administrative interns who are removed from their respective positions, in
accordance with program criteria. Likewise, a person acting in a bargaining
unit position shall not have the protection of this Article when returned to
his/her former position.
F. The provisions of this Article will not apply when the position is filled through
administrative placement. However, the Association will be notified when a
vacancy is going to be or has been filled by administrative placement. Where
feasible, the Association will be notified in advance, with the opportunity to
offer comments on the advisability of the administrative placement.
G. The parties understand that, except where conditions necessitate otherwise,
acting positions shall normally be for periods less than one year.
H. The procedures incorporated in this Article shall be subject to the grievance
and arbitration procedures; however, the merits of the decision to fill a
vacancy with a particular individual shall not be subject to the grievance or
arbitration procedure.
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ARTICLE 20

Leaves
The following leave regulations, compliant with the Education volume of
the Annotated Code and the Code of Maryland Regulations apply to all unit
members. Terms used in the following sections are defined as follows:
Appropriate official—department head, principal, or immediate supervisor, depending on the unit member’s position.
Duty days—those days on which the unit member is required to report for
duty, as determined by the school calendar adopted annually by the Board of
Education of Montgomery County.
Immediate family—child, parent, brother, sister, husband, wife. In addition, anyone who lives regularly in the unit member’s household and anyone
for whom the unit member has durable medical or personal representative
power of attorney shall also be considered immediate family.
Planned program for professional leave—a program planned and approved
by the superintendent that leads to standard certification and/or to an
advanced degree; or a planned program of writing, study, or travel approved
by the superintendent.
School year—the same as the fiscal year (July 1–June 30) of the Board of
Education of Montgomery County.
A. Family and Medical Leave Act
1. This Article shall conform to the requirements of the Family and Medical
Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA). Subject to the definitions and criteria of FMLA,
employees are provided up to twelve (12) weeks in any 12-month period
for the birth or placement for adoption or foster care of a child, the serious
illness of an immediate family member, as defined in this Article, or the
employee’s own serious health condition. Authorized leave under this
Article conforming to the FMLA definition of “serious health condition”
shall be counted as FMLA, leave up to the maximum twelve (12) weeks
in each year.
2. The employee’s benefits will be maintained during the term of covered leave
under the conditions coverage would have been provided if the employee
had continued working.
3. Upon completion of the FMLA covered leave, an employee will be returned
to his/her original position within MCPS, or to an equivalent position if
the original position has been eliminated.
4. Upon return from an FMLA leave, all benefits will resume in the same
manner and at the same levels as provided when the leave began and will
be subject to any changes in benefit levels that may have taken place during
the period of FMLA leave.
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B. Sick Leave
Sick leave is a designated amount of compensated leave that is to be granted
to a unit member who, through personal illness, injury, quarantine, pregnancy, miscarriage, or childbirth and recovery, is unable to perform the
duties of his/her position. Sick leave also includes other excused absences,
such as medical, dental, or optical examination or treatment. Sick leave
may not be granted for the period of disability when monies are paid to the
unit member under the Workers’ Compensation Law, except as provided in
Section E of this Article.
1. Eligibility—The provisions of sick leave apply to all unit members.
2. Method of computing sick leave—Each fulltime unit member shall accrue
sick leave at the rate of one day per month of assigned responsibility.
Regular part-time unit members shall accrue sick leave in proportion to
the time worked.
3. Accumulation of sick leave—Unused sick leave is accumulated on an
unlimited basis. Unused personal leave shall be added annually to the
unused sick leave account, except as provided in Section R.2, of this Article.
5. Advance of sick leave—At the beginning of each school year, a unit
member is advanced sick leave that will be earned during the school year.
Sick leave in excess of the amount to be earned may be advanced by the
superintendent. Unit members are liable for all advanced sick leave.
5. Indebtedness of advanced sick leave at termination of service—A unit
member who, on termination of service with MCPS, is indebted to said
system for advanced sick leave shall have the amount of such indebtedness
deducted from his/her earned salary. A unit member must reimburse the
system for any amount of indebtedness for advanced sick leave not covered
by his/her earned salary.
6. Disposition of accumulated sick leave at termination of service or
death—At the time of his/her termination, after five (5) years of MCPS
service, any unit member who has performed his/her duties satisfactorily
shall receive termination pay at his/her current salary rate for one fourth
of his/her accumulated sick leave. In the event of an employee’s death,
such amount shall be paid to the employee’s estate. After a unit member
has completed thirty (30) years of MCPS service, the termination pay
described in this paragraph shall be for 30 percent of the unit member’s
accumulated sick leave.
7.	Procedure to be followed in obtaining and using sick leave
a. A unit member shall notify the appropriate official as early as possible
if he/she is unable to report for duty.
b. A unit member on sick leave shall notify the appropriate official as to
the progress of his/her illness and the date of his/her availability for
duty, as soon as it is determined.
c. A certificate by a physician confirming the necessity for a unit
member’s absence due to illness, injury, quarantine, pregnancy,
miscarriage, or childbirth and recovery may be required.
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C. Leave Without Pay, Personal Illness, or Family Illness
On the superintendent’s recommendation, the Board may grant a leave of
absence without pay to a unit member when that unit member or a member
of his/her immediate family is ill. The leave shall be for definite periods,
such as a semester or school year, and shall not exceed one (1) year. Leave
approved and verified with a doctor’s certification on an FMLA leave request
form, in accordance with FMLA, may be taken for up to twelve (12) weeks.
Applications for leave must be submitted in writing to the appropriate official and forwarded with his/her recommendation.
1. Eligibility—All unit members are eligible to apply.
2. Benefits—Unit members may contribute to the retirement system while
on leave, according to the provisions of the MCPS Retirement System.
For unit members on FMLA leave, MCPS will maintain the employee’s
benefits under the conditions coverage would have been provided if the
employee had continued working.
3. Return from Leave—If the leave granted is for personal illness, the unit
member will be reinstated at the conclusion of the leave, providing a health
certificate from the attending physician is submitted attesting to the unit
member’s physical fitness to perform his/her duties. Reassignment will
be made when there is a vacancy for which the unit member is qualified.
Reassignment upon return from an approved FMLA leave will be to the
unit member’s original position held prior to leave, or to an equivalent
position if the original position has been eliminated.
D. Leave for Illness in the Immediate Family
Leave may be granted for illness in the immediate family and shall be
charged against accumulated sick leave.
E. Workers’ Compensation Leave
A unit member who is physically unable to report for duty as a result of an
injury in the line of duty may be placed on workers’ compensation leave at
full salary by the superintendent, provided the unit member seeks medical
treatment with respect to the injury from a physician who is among a list of
preferred providers approved by the Board. If the unit member elects to be
treated by a physician who is not among the list of preferred providers, the
unit member will be entitled to receive the benefit mandated by the Workers’
Compensation Law of Maryland, but will not be entitled to the benefits in
this section. A unit member receiving workers’ compensation benefits but
not receiving workers’ compensation leave may use his/her accrued sick
leave and must submit to MCPS all monies received through the Workers’
Compensation Law of Maryland, or resulting from a legal liability of a
person other than the unit member.
For purposes of this section, full salary is defined as net biweekly pay,
after withholding of federal, state, and FICA taxes. The parties agree that
unit members shall not receive greater salary after taxes while on workers’
compensation leave than when they are on active duty. Therefore, the Board
shall provide a supplement to the standard workers’ compensation benefit so
that the net pay of the employee is equal to his/her regular net pay. The gross
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salary for the purposes of pension/retirement and tax deferred program
contributions shall remain that of the regular gross pay.
The unit member, or his/her representative, must file an injury report with
the Employee and Retiree Service Center ERSC within forty-eight (48) hours
of the injury. The unit member shall also file a leave request for leave for
workers’ compensation, accompanied by a participating doctor’s report
stating that he/she is unable to carry out the duties of his/her assignment
due to this injury.
Workers’ compensation leave is approved by the Department of Financial
Services, and is contingent upon claim for workers’ compensation being
approved by the MCPS workers’ compensation claims administrator. If the
leave is not approved by the MCPS workers’ compensation claims administrator, the employee will be required to repay MCPS all monies received.
This payment can be in the form of annual leave, sick leave, or lump sum
payment. All monies payable to the unit member through the Workers’
Compensation Law of Maryland, or resulting from a legal liability of a
person other than the unit member must, under the right of subrogation, be
transmitted to the Board by the unit member. It is the responsibility of the
disabled unit member to check with his/her physician and to inform his/her
principal or other appropriate official monthly of the approximate date he/
she can return to his/her regular assignment. A unit member may be carried
on full workers’ compensation leave for up to one (1) year after the disability
accident. At that time, the superintendent will determine whether the unit
member is able to return to his/her regular assignment, be given an alternative work assignment, be placed on sick leave, or be placed on disability
retirement. An alternate work assignment terminates workers’ compensation leave.
Neither the requirement that a unit member seek medical treatment from
a Board- preferred provider nor the one (1) year limit for workers’ compensation leave shall apply to a unit member who is injured due to a physical
disability that results from an assault while in the scope of Board employment, or who is injured while intervening in a fight or physical struggle that
takes place in the unit member’s presence in a school building or on school
grounds or on a school-sponsored trip.
Annual Leave
Annual leave is paid leave that is granted to each 12-month unit member.
1. Eligibility for annual leave—The provisions of annual leave shall apply
only to those unit members whose assigned responsibility is of 12 months
duration. Unit members under contract for 10 months and employed for
1 or 2 additional months of duty shall not be eligible for annual leave.
2. Method of computing annual leave—All eligible personnel shall earn
annual leave as follows:
0–3 years of MCPS service: 15 days
4–15 years of MCPS service: 20 days
16+ years of MCPS service: 26 days
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3. Accumulation of annual leave
a. For any one year, a unit member may carry forward up to, but not
exceeding, thirty-five (35) days of annual leave earned from the
previous year.
b. The maximum number of days of annual leave available at any one
time will be the balance brought forward, up to a maximum of
thirty-five (35) days, plus the amount to be earned for the current
school year.
c. Each year, annual leave that is not used or forwarded shall be automatically transferred to a unit member’s accumulated sick leave.
d. Each June unit members with at least five (5) years of administrative
experience with MCPS, and who have accumulated at least 280 hours
of annual leave, will be permitted to “cash out” up to four (4) days of
such annual leave and deposit the monetary value of the leave in an
available 403(b) plan of the employee’s choice. All annual leave so
deposited must be matched by the unit member’s payroll deduction
of at least an equal amount of salary in the same fiscal year to a qualifying 403(b) and/or a 457(b) plan.
4. Disposition of accumulated annual leave at termination of service or
death—All annual leave should be used before the effective date of employment termination, or a lump sum settlement shall be made at the current
salary rate, but not to exceed a maximum of forty-five (45) days. In the
event of an employee’s death, such amount shall be paid to the employee’s
estate.
5. Approved Annual Leave Rescinded—If written advance approval of
annual leave is subsequently rescinded by the associate superintendent, the
unit member will be reimbursed for the actual costs paid by the employee
for travel and lodging reservations made or incurred in reliance on the
approved leave.
6. Indebtedness for advanced annual leave at termination of service—Any
indebtedness for advanced annual leave by a unit member upon termination of service shall be resolved as follows:
a. The amount due shall be deducted from the unit member’s earned
salary.
b. Terminating unit members who are not due to receive earned salary
shall be billed for the amount of indebtedness.
7. Use of annual leave in conjunction with child care/adoption leave. See
Section I.
G. Holiday Leave
Holiday leave is granted to all unit members on official holidays, which shall
be designated each year in the school calendar. A unit member on authorized paid leave for a period including an official holiday shall be considered
on holiday leave for that day.
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H. Professional Leave
At the discretion of the Board, professional leave that will prepare the unit
member for greater usefulness in his/her employment may be granted to a
unit member upon recommendation of the superintendent or designee for
such purposes as outlined below:
1. Professional leave with pay for academic study/professional improvement—Professional leave with pay may be granted to the unit member
by the Board, upon recommendation of the superintendent, for work,
research, or other purposes that will increase the unit member’s competence or further professional growth and will contribute to the improvement of the school system.
An outline of a planned program must be submitted with the application
for leave, including what the employee intends to accomplish during the
period of leave, how the leave would enhance the employee’s performance/
career and benefit the school system, and a plan for monitoring progress
during the term of the leave. In addition, the unit member must obtain the
endorsement of the associate superintendent who will monitor the plan,
review progress reports submitted by the unit member, and approve the
documented completion of the approved program.
a. Standard—The number of unit members that may be granted professional leave with pay in any year will be at the discretion of the superintendent of schools and Board.
b.	Eligibility—Unit members become eligible for professional leave
with pay for a minimum of a full semester up to one full year after
they have at least seven years of MCPS service uninterrupted by any
other leave of a semester duration or more, except for sick, child care,
military, or exchange leave. Eligibility is reestablished seven years
after the first professional leave with pay is completed.
W here required, the unit member shall hold a standard or advanced
professional (first class) certificate valid at the time leave is granted.
c. Salary allowance—Unit members granted professional leave with
pay shall receive one-half their regular salary during the specified
period of leave, if they agree to return to MCPS for a two year period
immediately following the period of leave, and 60 percent of their
salary if they agree to return to MCPS for a period of three years
immediately following the period of leave. This salary shall be paid
biweekly.
d. Benefits
(1) A unit member on professional leave with pay shall, for all purposes, be viewed as a fulltime employee. The unit member’s
rights and privileges, length of service, and the right to receive
salary increments as provided by the policies of the Board will
be the same as if the unit member had remained in the position
from which he/she took leave. Annual and sick leave may not be
used or earned while on professional leave with pay.
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(2) D
 uring the period of professional leave with pay, the unit member’s contributions to the MCPS Retirement System shall be
made jointly by the individual and the Board. The unit member
shall pay an amount proportionate to the amount of salary received and the Board shall pay the balance for contribution at
the full salary.
(3) Unit members shall retain membership in the Employee Benefit
Plan, for which deductions shall be made for the period of leave,
and the Board shall continue to make its contributions thereto.
e. Contractual agreement—A unit member accepting professional
leave with pay shall enter into a separate, written contract whereby
he/she agrees to return to service in MCPS for a two year or three
year period immediately following the leave of absence. If the unit
member fails to return and remain for the specified time, he/she shall
refund any monies paid to him/her or on his/her behalf by the Board
prorated to account for any time served out of the two or three year
period.
f. Change of status due to inability to complete program—If the unit
member cannot complete the planned program for which professional leave with pay was granted, it is his/her responsibility to
notify the superintendent. The leave may then be rescinded by the
Board and the unit member placed on the appropriate leave status,
reassigned, or terminated. Salary allowances and benefits shall be
adjusted accordingly, and the unit member must make arrangements
satisfactory to the Board of Education for payment of any monies
paid to him/her or on his/her behalf for which he/she may be liable
as a result of the change in leave status.
2. Leave without pay for academic study/professional improvement—Leave
without pay may be granted to the unit member by the Board, upon recommendation of the superintendent, for work, research, or other purposes
that will increase the unit member’s competence or further professional
growth and contribute to the improvement of the school system.
An outline of a planned program must be submitted with the application
for leave, including what the employee intends to accomplish during the
period of leave, how the leave would enhance the employee’s performance/
career and benefit the school system, and a plan for monitoring progress
during the term of the leave. In addition, the unit member must obtain the
endorsement of the associate superintendent who will monitor the plan,
review progress reports submitted by the unit member, and approve the
documented completion of the approved program.
a. After three (3) years of satisfactory service
(1) Eligibility—Unit members become eligible for a leave of absence
for professional improvement without pay, for a minimum of a
full semester, up to one full year after three (3) years of MCPS
service uninterrupted by any other leave of a semester duration
or more, except for sick, child care, military, or exchange leave.
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(2) Benefits
(a) During the unit member’s period of leave, his/her contributions to the Employee Benefit Plan shall be paid by the
Board.
(b) During the unit member’s period of leave, his/her contributions to the MCPS Retirement System shall be paid by the
Board.
(c) Credit on the salary schedule for one year of successful experience shall be granted upon verification of the completion
of the approved program for which leave was granted.
(3) Contractual agreement—A unit member granted professional
leave without pay shall enter into a separate written contract by
which he/she agrees to return to service in MCPS for at least a
one year period immediately following the termination of the
leave. If the unit member fails to return and remain in service
for at least one year, he/she shall refund any monies paid to him/
her or on his/her behalf by the Board on a prorated basis according to time served.
(4) Change of status due to inability to complete program—If the
unit member cannot complete the planned program during the
period for which leave was granted, it is his/her responsibility to
notify the superintendent. The leave may then be rescinded by
the Board and the unit member placed on the appropriate leave
status, reassigned, or terminated. Any monies paid by the Board
to him/her or on his/her behalf for which he/she is liable as a
result of the change in leave status will be refunded to the Board.
b. After one year of satisfactory service
(1) Eligibility—Unit members become eligible to apply for a leave
of absence for professional improvement without pay for a minimum of a semester up to one full year after one (1) year of MCPS
service.
(2) Benefits—Credit on the salary schedule for one year of successful experience shall be granted upon verification of the completion of the approved program for which leave was granted.
(3) Change of status due to inability to complete program—If the
unit member cannot complete the planned program during the
period for which leave was granted, it is his/her responsibility to
notify the superintendent. The leave may then be rescinded by
the Board and the unit member placed on the appropriate leave
status, reassigned, or terminated.
3. Leave to attend professional meetings
Upon written application in advance and with the recommendation of the
appropriate supervisor, the superintendent or designee may grant a unit
member leave to attend professional meetings (e.g., conventions, conferences, or committees) as participant or observer without loss of salary or,
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pursuant to the same request and approval process, the superintendent or
designee may grant a unit member leave, without loss of salary, for short
term study of no more than twenty (20) working days. “Study” is meant to
include academic or nonacademic coursework, seminars, or other activities for professional improvement, but does not include activities for the
purpose of generating additional income. Leave for short-term study may
be approved and used in blocks of less than a full day.
4. Leave for exchange or overseas teaching/administration
Upon written application in advance with the recommendation of the
superintendent, the Board may grant a leave of absence not to exceed two
(2) years for exchange teaching/administration or for teaching/administration in an overseas area. To be eligible, a unit member shall have at least
five years of MCPS service. Credit on the appropriate salary schedule for
one (1) year of successful experience shall be granted upon verification
of completion of one year of satisfactory exchange or overseas teaching/
administration.
5. Leave for teaching/research/administration in a teacher training college
or university
Upon recommendation of the superintendent, leave up to two (2) full
school years may be granted by the Board to a unit member for the purpose
of teaching/research/administration in a teacher training college or
university. Any remuneration to be paid by the Board to the unit member
will be determined by the superintendent, in consultation with the unit
member, prior to the time leave is granted. The total of the remuneration
by the Board and the regular salary the unit member receives from the
college or university shall not exceed the annual salary the unit member
would have received had he/she remained in his/her present position in
MCPS.
		 Procedures
a) Eligibility—To be eligible, a unit member shall have served in MCPS
for five consecutive years.
b) Benefits—A unit member on leave for teaching/research/administration shall be treated as a fulltime employee. The unit member’s length
of service and the right to receive salary increments shall be the same
as if he/she had remained in the position he/she held when leave was
granted. Sick or annual leave can be neither used nor earned.
c) Contractual agreement—A unit member on leave for teaching/
research/administration shall agree to return to service in MCPS for
at least a two-year period immediately following the leave of absence
or reimburse the Board for all monies paid to him/her or on his/her
behalf, prorated to account for any time served out of the full two
years. Where no salary contributions have been made by MCPS, the
unit member will be liable only for a prorated share of benefits if any
are funded by MCPS.
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I.

d) C
 hange of status during period of leave—If the unit member on
leave for teaching in a teacher training college or university cannot
complete the program for which leave was granted, it is his/her
responsibility to notify the superintendent. The leave may then be
rescinded by the Board and the unit member placed on the appropriate leave status, reassigned, or terminated. Salary allowances and
benefits shall be adjusted accordingly, and the unit member must
make arrangements to reimburse the Board any monies paid to him/
her or on his/her behalf.
6. Leave for completion of professional responsibilities
With prior approval from the appropriate supervisor, a unit member may
be granted professional leave with pay to complete job-related responsibilities that may be completed off site.
Child Care/Adoption Leave
1. Any unit member who will become an adoptive parent or who wishes
leave to care for his/her child may be granted an unpaid leave of absence
not to exceed eighteen (18) months. Such leave shall be renewable at the
request of the unit member for an additional period not to exceed eighteen
(18) months. In accordance with FMLA, leave shall be granted to a unit
member for a period not to exceed twelve (12) weeks for the purpose of
caring for his/her child, placement for adoption, or foster care.
2. When the leave is of short duration, and not longer than sixty (60) consecutive duty days, a substitute may be employed and the position shall be held
for the return of the unit member. Use MCPS Form 430-1 for short-term
leave.
3. Unit members wishing leave in excess of sixty (60) consecutive duty days
for a period not to exceed eighteen (18) months must use MCPS Form
430-1 for long-term child care/adoption leave without salary. The unit
member’s position will not be held for his/her return.
4. Unit members who are eligible for annual leave will be allowed to use any
earned leave in their accounts after approval by the appropriate official.
The sixty-day (60) or eighteen-month (18) period shall include the period
of annual leave if used.
5. As soon as it has been determined that a unit member wishes to use child
care/adoption leave, a unit member must notify the appropriate official
in writing at least thirty (30) duty days in advance.
6. Unit members may elect to have continued participation in the MCPS
Employee Benefit Plan by assuming the full cost of the premiums while
on leave without pay. Contributions to the employee benefit plan will be
payable monthly to the Board, in accordance with MCPS procedures.
For those employees on FMLA leave, for the duration of the FMLA
leave, MCPS will maintain the employee’s benefits under the conditions
that coverage would have been provided if the employee had continued
working. Failure to make payments, in accordance with MCPS procedures,
will result in cancellation of benefits. Retirement contributions, if any,
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may be paid monthly to MCPS; or the total of such contributions, plus
interest, may be paid at the time of return from leave, in accordance with
MCPS procedures.
7. In order to return from child care/adoption leave, the unit member shall
submit a request in writing to the director of staffing at least one month
before the date the employee desires to be reassigned. If a unit member is
offered an assignment for which he/she is qualified and the assignment
is refused, the unit member will have to resign or be terminated. A unit
member returning from FMLA leave will be reassigned to his/her original
position, or to an equivalent position if the original position no longer
exists.
Military Leave
1. Military leave of absence
a. Approval—A unit member entering military service may, upon
written application and with the approval of the superintendent, be
granted leave of absence without pay, in accordance with the state
regulations. A copy of the military orders must accompany the
request for leave. This leave applies to individuals who are drafted
or who volunteer for service or are members of the Reserves (as used
herein includes National Guard) and are called to active duty.
b. Return from military leave—A unit member granted military leave
of absence shall retain the right to be placed in the same or similar
position upon return from leave, subject to the following:
(1) The employee will complete any period of probation, not
completed prior to entering the armed forces or being called to
active duty, if his/her separation from the armed forces or return
to inactive duty was under conditions other than a dishonorable
discharge.
(2) He/she makes application within ninety (90) days from the date
of his/her separation from the armed forces in case he/she has
involuntarily entered, or within ninety (90) days after the termination of his/her first period of enlistment in case he/she has
voluntarily entered or written ninety (90) days after the return
to inactive duty in the case of a member of the Reserves, for reinstatement to the Board.
(3) He/she makes application for reinstatement within ninety (90)
days from the date of separation from such service or return to
inactive duty or within ninety (90) days after discharge from a
hospital, provided such hospitalization is directly connected
with, related to, and immediately follows his/her separation
from the armed forces or return to inactive duty and the period
of hospitalization does not extend beyond a year from the date
of such separation. Any employee qualifying for reinstatement
under this provision shall be entitled to start at the salary and
rate of earnings which he/she would have received if he/she had
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remained continuously in the Board of Education’s service. If he/
she is not qualified to perform the duties of his/her prior position by reason of disability sustained during military service,
but is qualified to perform the duties of any other position in the
employ of the Board, he/she shall be reemployed in such comparable position, the duties of which he/she is qualified to perform,
as will provide him/her like seniority, status, and pay rate, or the
nearest approximation thereof consistent with the circumstances
of his/her case.
c. Retirement—The unit member, upon reinstatement, shall submit to
the MCPS Retirement System an official verification of the length of
military service.
2. Military Leave for Training Purposes
a. Eligibility—A unit member who is a member of the National Guard
or of the U.S. Armed Forces Reserves, and who is required by the laws
of the United States or of Maryland to report for a training period
shall be eligible for a grant of military leave for training purposes.
b. Application procedure—Application for military leave for training
purposes shall be made in advance, immediately upon receipt of official notice to report from the appropriate military authorities. A copy
of the official orders must accompany the application for leave, which
must be approved by the appropriate official and the superintendent.
When possible, military leave for unit members with less than twelve
(12) months of responsibility shall be arranged during non duty
periods. The superintendent may request a change in military orders
when it seems to be in the best interest of the school system.
c. Pay status during leave—All unit members who are members of
the organized militia or of the Reserves shall be entitled to leave of
absence without loss of pay on all days during which they shall be
engaged in field or coast defense or other training ordered or authorized under any law of Maryland or of the United States, during
such time as they are on inactive duty training, for not more than
fifteen (15) days annually; provided, however, if any members of the
organized militia are ordered to active duty under authority of the
governor, they shall be entitled to leave of absence without loss of pay
for such time they actually serve under such active duty orders in
addition to the 15 day period specified above; and provided further, if
any member of the Reserves is ordered to active duty, he/she shall be
entitled to a leave of absence without loss of pay for up to fifteen (15)
days while on active duty in addition to the fifteen- (15) day period
specified above.
K. Salary and Leave Benefits for Conscientious Objectors
1. There are two classes of conscientious objectors—
a. Class 10, who does not enter the military service, but fulfills his/her
selective service obligation by working for 24 months in an institution
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approved by the state in which he/she resides, and who is not entitled
to veterans’ benefits, and
b. Class 1AO, who enters the armed services, but does not bear arms,
is subjected to the same hazards as the regular service person, and
upon discharge, is entitled to all veterans’ benefits.
2. Unit members who are conscientious objectors, and who are Class 10,
shall not be given credit on the salary schedule for this type of service at
the time of employment.
3. A unit member who is Class 10, who is drafted and enters this type of
program shall be given Leave for Unusual and Imperative Reasons and,
upon release from his/her obligation, shall be reinstated at the same or
comparable position at the same salary step and in the same status as at
the time his/her leave began. Unit members who are conscientious objectors, and who are Class 1AO shall be entitled to all provisions of the salary
plan and military leave policies.
L. Leave for Family Bereavement
A unit member shall be allowed a maximum of five (5) days of absence
without loss of salary upon the death of a child, parent (natural, foster, step,
or in-law), brother, sister, husband, wife, or of anyone who has lived regularly in his/her household. A unit member shall be allowed a maximum of
two duty days of absence without loss of salary, upon the death of a brotherin-law, sister-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, grandparent, grandchild,
spouse’s grandparent, or an individual for whom the unit member held
durable medical or personal representative power of attorney at the time of
death. In the event of unusual travel or personal problems in connection
with the use of bereavement leave, additional leave days may be granted by
the Leave Administration team in ERSC. With approval from the Leave
Administration Team, one or more of the allowed days may be used at a time
that is not immediately proximate to the date of death for a burial or memorial service that occurs at a later date. Leave for family bereavement is not
available for business purposes such as estate management or will review.
M. Political Leave
Leaves of absence for political activity without salary, including candidacy for political office or holding public office, shall be arranged with the
following rules:
1. Unit members engaging in political activity shall make it clear that their
utterances and actions are theirs as individuals.
2. Leaves of absence shall be requested in writing.
3. Leaves of absence for campaigning and holding office may be arranged for
a definite period. If the candidate is not elected, he/she shall be returned
to his/her position immediately.
4. Leave may include voter registration and election day duties or other
political responsibilities.
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N. Civil Leave for Juror or Witness Service
Upon approval of the superintendent, a unit member who is subpoenaed
as a witness in a civil or criminal case or is called and serves on a jury will
be granted paid leave for that period of time he/she is unable to report to
work, provided the unit member is not a party to the civil or criminal case,
except as defendant in an action regarding his/her authorized MCPS duties.
Application for leave must be made in advance and submitted with a copy
of the subpoena. The unit member shall transmit any monies received from
such assignment other than those used for personal expense (e.g., travel) to
the Board.
O. Compensatory Leave
Unit members shall not earn or be granted compensatory leave.
P. Leave for Emergency Closing of Schools and/or Central Office
All unit members are expected to report for duty when schools are closed,
or take annual or personal leave, unless the superintendent or designee has
announced the central office is closed. When all schools and the central
offices are closed because of inclement weather or other emergency reasons,
unit members designated as emergency personnel are expected to report
or remain on duty, unless directed not to do so by the superintendent or
designee. All others are automatically granted emergency leave.
Q. Leave for Unusual or Imperative Reasons
Unit members may be granted leave by the superintendent for Unusual or
Imperative Reasons, at no loss of pay or at loss of full pay when no other leave
is applicable. Approval must be secured where possible before the absence
occurs.
R. Personal Leave
1. A ll unit members may be granted up to five (5) days per year for personal
leave. A written request for the intended absence shall be submitted to
the appropriate official at least one-day prior to the expected absence.
No specific reason for such personal leave shall be required or solicited.
Personal leave, if granted, should be used only to conduct personal business of a nature that cannot be scheduled on any non duty day. Personal
leave will be granted only when the immediate supervisor determines
that adequate provisions for continuing the instructional/operational
program(s) can be made. In cases of emergency, the appropriate school
official shall be notified prior to the start of the duty day to be taken off.
2. The rules regarding personal leave shall be as follows:
a. Leave immediately before or after a holiday, vacation, or staff development day may be requested for reason from the appropriate official.
b. One day of unused personal leave may be carried over from year
to year (i.e., personal leave may accrue to a maximum of six days).
However, no more than five days of personal leave may be used
during any fiscal year, in addition to the one day that may be contributed to the MCAAP leave bank. The remainder of unused personal
leave shall be transferred to accumulated sick leave at the end of the
school year.
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General
Except in those cases where the superintendent has the right to grant the
leave, the superintendent shall have the right to recommend to the Board
that a leave of absence be granted without pay or with pay or to recommend
that the leave be denied.

ARTICLE 21

Protection of Unit Members
A. I n cases of assault of a unit member, the provisions of Workers’ Compensation
Leave in Article 20, Section E, of this Agreement, and Article 6-111 of the
Annotated Code, Education [Volume], shall apply.
B. W here the unit member is charged with personal liability arising from
the appropriate performance of his/her duties and responsibilities, he/she
will be protected by the MCPS liability coverage, and will be provided the
legal assistance for his/her defense and will be fully indemnified against
any monetary judgment or fine levied against him/her by a court or
administrative body.
C. 1. W here intervention in any fight or physical struggle which takes place
in any school building, on school grounds, or at any approved school
activity or function where the unit member is acting in his/her official
capacity between or among students or any other persons results in
injuries not covered by Section A above, the provisions of Article 7-307
of the Annotated Code, Education [Volume], shall apply.
2. In any suit or claim brought against a unit member as a result of such
intervention, the Board shall provide legal counsel for the unit member
and shall save him/her harmless from any award or decree against him/
her.
3. The degree and force of the intervention shall be as reasonable as
necessary to restore order, and to protect the safety of the combatants
and surrounding persons.
D. W hen any unit member gives notice to the appropriate school system official
that another individual is engaging in a course of conduct against the unit
member, arising from the unit member’s performance of his/her duties and
responsibilities, which the unit member reasonably believes to be in violation
of Article 27-123 (Harassment) or 124 (Stalking), or Article 26-101 (a), (b), or
(c) (Disturbance or threats), of the Annotated Code of Maryland, the school
system will take reasonable and appropriate actions designed to protect the
employee and prevent the continuation of the offensive conduct.
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ARTICLE 22

Fair Practices
A. Th
 ere will be no reprisals of any kind taken against any employee because
of his/her membership in the Association or his/her legal representational
functions on behalf of the Association.
B. The Board shall not discriminate against any unit member with regard to
his/her membership or nonmembership in the Association. The Association
shall not discriminate against any unit member with regard to the terms or
conditions of membership in the Association because of race, color, gender,
age, creed, religion, marital status, national origin, sexual orientation, or
disability.
C. The Board and the Association agree that there shall be no discrimination by
the Board or the Association against employees because of race, color, gender,
age, creed, religion, marital status, national origin, sexual orientation, or
disability.
D. Discipline not subject to the grievance procedure under Article 24 shall not
be grievable using this Article.
E. The Association agrees to represent, fairly and nondiscriminatorily, all
bargaining unit members without regard to membership or nonmembership
in the Association.
F. The personal life of a unit member shall be the concern of, and warrant the
attention of, the Board only as it may directly prevent the unit member from
properly performing his/her assigned functions during duty hours or violate
local, state, national law or be prejudicial to his/her effectiveness in his/her
position.
G. A unit member or, by written authorization from the unit member,
a representative of the Association, may, upon request, review the
nonconfidential contents of the unit member’s personnel file.
H. A supervisor may create private files (supervisor files) on employees that
include such things as documents and notes kept for purposes of evaluation.
Such a file does not constitute an official personnel file. The existence of such a
file on an employee shall be made known to that employee, who, in turn, shall
have the right to review the file upon request and initial acknowledgment of
each item entered in the file. After an employee’s performance evaluation has
been completed and upon the employee’s request, documents and notes kept
in the supervisor’s file for more than three years regarding that employee
shall be removed and discarded.
I. In any investigative meeting or interview with an employee that is conducted
by the Office of Human Resources and Development and that may lead to
demotion, suspension, or discharge, the employee will be advised that he/she
has the right to have a Union representative present.
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 o employee shall be disciplined or suffer loss of pay or benefits, or change
N
of assigned work location, as a direct result of truthfully reporting facts
concerning an infraction by any other employee or contractor to the school
system.
K. No unit member shall be held responsible for the loss of money in his/her
custody, unless it is demonstrated that the loss is due to the negligence of the
unit member.

ARTICLE 23

Recrediting Of Former Service Credits
A former employee, upon reappointment to a permanent or conditional position
in the same classification or higher, shall be granted full credit for years of service
with MCPS only to determine salary schedule placement if the following two
conditions are met:
1. The individual previously was employed for a minimum of five years.
2. The individual is reemployed within a three-year period.

ARTICLE 24

Discipline And Discharge
A. U
 nit members placed on unusual and imperative leave with full pay when
under investigation by the administration will be informed of the reason(s)
at the time the leave begins.
B. No unit member shall be disciplined without proper cause. If a remedy
exists under Article 6-202 of the Annotated Code, Education [Volume], it is
understood that actions taken under that article and section are not subject
to the grievance procedure in Article 7 of this Agreement. For the purpose
of this paragraph, discipline shall be defined as including reprimand and
warning notices.
C. A unit member, upon request, has the right to have an Association
representative accompany and counsel him/her at an interview or meeting,
the purpose of which is to investigate whether the unit member has engaged
in misconduct warranting discipline.
D. Suspension, demotion, and discharge of MCAAP-BOA unit members will be
handled in accordance with the following procedures:
1. Any meeting where an employee is notified of such action shall be delayed
a reasonable length of time, not to exceed two duty days, in order to allow
for the Association representative to attend if the employee so requests.
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2. A
 ny suspension of a unit member for the purpose of investigation shall
be with full pay. Normally, such investigations will be completed within
five (5) duty days.
3. Written notice of charges with specifications will be given to the affected
unit member at the time the disciplinary action is taken. Prior to acting
upon a recommendation for discharge or suspension in excess of five
(5) duty days, the deciding official shall offer the affected employee the
opportunity to make a statement on his/her behalf personally or in writing.
Where the employee elects to make the statement in person to the deciding
official, an Association representative may be present.
4. The parties agree that the foregoing sections will be subject to binding
arbitration for questions involving due process only, and not with regard
to the substance of the decision.

ARTICLE 25

Reduction In Force
A. Authority
The Board retains the right to reduce its force and its decisions on such
reductions are not subject to the grievance or administrative complaint
procedures.
B. Definitions
Reduction in force shall mean the termination without prejudice of a unit
member from MCPS. Members who would have earned MCPS seniority, but
for the fact they were designated confidential by the Board shall nevertheless
be given credit for such periods.
C. Procedure
W hen a reduction in force within a given job classification is made, MCPS
will determine which unit member(s) will be released in the following order:
1. Unit members holding class II certificates.
2. Unit members on probationary status as defined within the PGS shall be
laid off first.
3. Unit members holding provisional certificates.
4. All other unit members not in 1 or 2 above.
For unit members in 2, 3, and 4 above, such unit member’s length of service
in MCPS and quality of job performance will receive consideration. Among
additional factors to be considered by MCPS will be the competency of the
unit member as related to the needs of MCPS.
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D. Recall
1. Any unit member whose service has been terminated because of a reduction in force shall, for a period of two (2) years, receive priority consideration for reemployment if appropriate vacancies for which the unit
member is deemed qualified by MCPS develop.
2. If a unit member is notified of recall and refuses the assignment, the unit
member will lose the right to further recall.
3. Any unit member who is terminated due to a reduction in force may be
placed on leave without pay for the six (6) months immediately following
the last duty day and may choose to continue membership in the MCPS
health benefit plan in which the unit member is enrolled by paying the
full cost of membership in such plan during those six (6) months. If the
member is not recalled, or refuses an assignment before the end of the
initial six month (6) period, the leave without pay and the membership
in the MCPS health benefit plan will be automatically terminated.
E. In the event that a unit member does not desire at the time of termination
to be placed on the list for priority consideration for reemployment, he/she
shall receive full payment of all earned unused leave. Unit members shall
also be entitled to either of the payments listed below:
1. Terminated unit members with two (2) or more years and less than twelve
(12) years of MCPS service will receive one (1) month’s salary for each
year of MCPS service, up to a limit of six (6) months’ salary.
2. Terminated unit members with twelve (12) or more years of MCPS service
will receive one (1) month’s salary for each year of MCPS service up to a
limit of twelve (12) months’ salary.
F. It is the goal of the parties to avoid layoff of unit members to the extent
possible. The superintendent or designee will attempt to provide a period of
retraining for unit members so that they can be placed in positions for which
they would not otherwise qualify without such training.

ARTICLE 26

Reassignment Out of the
MCAAP/MCBOA Units
Unit members may request to be reassigned out of the bargaining unit or to a
lower-level position within the unit. In such instances, decisions on the unit
member’s salary will be guided by existing regulations.
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ARTICLE 27

Duration
A. Th
 is entire Agreement is for a four-year period, beginning July 1, 2010,
and ending June 30, 2014.
B. If the County Government provides higher compensation or other
economic improvements for any of its employee organizations during
the term of this Agreement, those higher increases will be matched for
school system employees, or either party to this Agreement may reopen
negotiations for the affected fiscal year.
C. Reopened Negotiations—Either party may reopen negotiations for
FY 2012, FY 2013, and/or FY 2014 on the following:
1. Economic provisions originally negotiated for FY 2010 and not implemented as a result of reopened negotiations during FY 2009.
2. Implementation dates of normal salary steps scheduled for FY 2012 and
beyond.
3. Other economic provisions of the Agreement.
4. Longevity compensation for unit members.
5. During FY 2012, either party may reopen up to two Articles of this
Agreement for negotiations.
For the Board:
/s/
Larry A. Bowers
Chief Operating Officer

For the Association:
/s/
Edythe A. Miller
Executive Director

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereunto set their hands and seals this
24th day of May 2010.
Montgomery County
Board of Education

Montgomery County Association of
Administrative and Supervisory
Personnel

/s/
Patricia B. O’Neill
President

/s/
Rebecca Newman
President

Montgomery County Public Schools
/s/
Jerry D. Weast
Superintendent of Schools
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APPENDIX A

A COMPACT BETWEEN
Montgomery County Educational Association (MCEA)
Montgomery County Association of Administrative and Supervisory Personnel (MCAASP)
Service Employees International Union (SEIU) Local 500
Board of Education and the Superintendent of Schools

SEPTEMBER 2005

MCEA MCAASP SEIU MCPS
Organizational Culture of Respect
The Board of Education, the superintendent and the executive staﬀ, and the organizations
representing employees recognize and value the role of all employees as contributors to
a learning community which sets high standards of performance for staﬀ and students.
By working together through continuous improvement, eﬀective communication, and
meaningful involvement in the decision-making processes, we provide a high quality
education to every student. We are committed to shared responsibility and a collaborative
partnership integrated into an organizational culture of respect.
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The commitment to foster an organizational culture of respect that is embedded throughout
the school system is a priority of the employee organizations, the Board of Education, and
the superintendent and executive staﬀ. This culture is built on the belief that all employees,
both school-based and nonschool-based, are essential to a successful learning environment.
Inherent to this belief is the recognition that there is strength in diversity, which is inclusive
of all groups and individuals. We are committed to:
•

Trust in each other

•

Use of collaborative and interest-based processes

•

Recognizing the collective bargaining relationships as opportunities to enhance
this culture

•

Recognition of every employee’s contributions

•

High expectations for all staﬀ and students that are reasonable, clear, and transparent

•

Open, honest contributions without fear of retribution

•

Open and eﬀective communication

•

Respect for various points of view

•

Civility in all of our interactions

•

Team building and working together as teams

There is a commitment to fostering and sustaining a culture of respect through supports
and structures. In order to be eﬀective, these supports and structures should be embedded
throughout the system, visible and accessible to everyone, and seen as fair and equitable. In
order to make certain that this culture is promoted throughout the school system, time is
needed for collaboration, training, and professional development and resources are needed to
accomplish this.
Examples of supports and structures include, but are not limited to:
•

Board of Education policies, such as the Creating A Positive Work Environment in
A Self-renewing Organization and Human Relations policies.

•

Professional growth systems, which include professional development, employee
orientation, mentoring, training, recognition, support for new and under-performing
employees, and professional development plans

•

Collaborative processes, such as labor/management collaboration committees, Councils
on Teaching and Learning, principal leadership groups, cross functional teams, advisory
committees, and Study Circles

•

Diversity training and development initiatives

•

Continuous improvement processes, including the Baldrige-guided school
improvement process

•

Communication processes, including satisfaction and climate surveys, focus groups,
budget forums, and various feedback reports

•

Dispute resolution activities
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In an organizational culture of respect, individuals are aware and understand
the impact of their behavior and decisions on others. We expect that the actions
and behaviors of all individuals and groups are consistent with and reﬂect this
organizational culture. The actions listed below represent expected behaviors:
•

Model civility in daily interactions

•

Use collaborative and interest-based strategies rather than positional or adversarial
approaches

•

Be clear about the level of involvement in the decision-making process

•

Seek to solve the problem, not apply blame

•

Utilize active listening skills

•

Encourage creativity and risk-taking

•

Seek and respect the opinion of others

•

Respect the time and the time commitments of others

•

Seek to resolve issues at the level where they occur

•

Seek to understand before making judgments

•

Acknowledge the professional judgment of individuals in their roles

•

Be aware of nonverbal communication

•

Use power and authority appropriately and positively

•

Be an active and responsible member of the team

•

Be responsible for accepting and giving feedback

•

Provide and receive feedback constructively and respectfully

•

Communicate openly and respectfully

In order to sustain an organizational culture of respect, it is critical that all
employees have an awareness, understanding, and tolerance of others’ interests,
viewpoints, culture, and background. This culture promotes a positive work
environment that ensures the success of each employee, high student achievement,
and continuous improvement in a self-renewing organization.

Montgomery County Educational Association

Montgomery County Association of Administrative
and Supervisory Personnel

Service Employees International Union Local 500

Montgomery County Board of Education

Superintendent of Schools
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Resolving diﬀerences
Enhancing collaboration
Supporting our coworkers
Promoting civility
Encouraging creativity
Communicating openly
Team building through trust
This document is available in an alternate format, upon request, under the Americans with Disabilities Act, by contacting the Public Information Oﬃce, 850 Hungerford Drive, Room 112, Rockville, MD 20850, 301-279-3391 or
1-800-735-2258 (Maryland Relay).
Individuals who need sign language interpretation or cued speech transliteration in communicating with the Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS) may contact Interpreting Services in Programs for Deaf and Hard of Hearing at 301-517-5539 or 5582 (Voice/TTY).
The Montgomery County Public Schools prohibits illegal discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin,
religion, gender, age, marital status, socioeconomic status, sexual orientation, physical characteristics, or disability.
Inquiries or complaints regarding discrimination or Title IX issues such as gender equity and sexual harassment
should be directed to the MCPS Compliance Oﬃcer, Oﬃce of the Deputy Superintendent, 850 Hungerford Drive,
Room 129, Rockville, MD 20850, at 301-279-3126.

www.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/info/respect
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